


Note by the Editor
The aim of Statistical News is to provide a compre
hensive account of current developments in British 
official statistics and to help all those who use or would 
like to use official statistics.

It appears quarterly and every issue contains two or 
more articles each dealing with a subject in depth. 
Shorter notes give news of the latest developments in 
many fields, including international statistics. Some 
reference is made to other work which, though not car
ried on by government organisations, is closely related 
to official statistics. Appointments and other changes in 
the Government Statistical Service are also given.

A full, cumulative index provides a permanent and 
comprehensive guide to developments in all areas of 
official statistics.

It is hoped that Statistical News will be of service and 
interest not only to professional statisticians but to 
everybody who uses statistics. The Editor would there
fore be very glad to receive comments from readers on 
the adequacy of its scope, coverage or treatment of 
topics and their suggestions for improvement.

Enquiries about this publication should be addressed to; 
The Information Officer,
Central Statistical Office,
Great George Street,
London, SWIP 3AQ.

Subscriptions and sales enquiries should be addressed to Her Majesty's 
Stationery Office at PO Box 569, London SEl 9NH or any of too 
addresses listed on back page of cover.
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Value added tax (VAT) is to be introduced in this somewhat out of date information, of the population of 
country on 1 April 1973. At the same time purchase taxpayers and its financial characteristics, and thus, 
tax and selective employment tax will be abolished, whether the policy decisions made with the guidance of 
Although, in practice, there are to be some exemptions, the model are themselves serviceable in practice.
in principle the tax will be payable on the value added In addition, VAT will provide some of the informa-
by all the processes of manufacture and distribution of required for its management in the broader sense,
goods and the supply of services within the United example, a firm basis for forecasting its future yield 
Kingdom. In the course of collecting and supervising ^^e effect of changes in rates or coverage which may 
the tax, HM Customs and Excise will acquire a large necessary from time to time as part of the business

of government, and for meeting the requirements of 
public accountability and Parliamentary control.

Beyond all this, there is the possibility that the tax 
may yield information which is of value outside the

volume of information about the activities of individual 
businesses which will form a coherent and consistent 
whole, and should provide a completely new source of 
economic information.

The legislation concerned with VAT is contained in taxation field. At the very least it will be necessary to 
the 1972 Finance Act, which states that a tax, to be ]<jiow how the tax falls, and the extent to which various 
known as the value added tax, shall be charged . . .  on series within the system of national accounts are affec- 
the supply of goods and services in the United Kingdom ted by its imposition. Foreign experience of the use of 
(including anything trea ted ^  such a supply) and on the VAT statistics varies; some European countries make

extensive use of them and some virtually none. Den
mark, for example, which has a simple but compre
hensive VAT and centralised data processing has 

K has abandoned some statistical reporting because of the

importation of goods into the United Kingdom.’

Planning for VAT
planning

probably been more extensive than for any other new value of VAT statistics as an alternative. In the 
tax introduced in this country. The organisation which Netherlands, no use is made of VAT data and the 
has emerged is centred on a single computer, but the statistical service believes them to be of little value, 
functions of local control and inspection of taxpayers’
records are based on local offices. The fact that all Classification and registration of tax payers

channelled There are two essential steps to be taken in organising
processing network means, on the one hand, that the a n ‘information potential’ from the tax: taxable persons 
statistical information which they carry will be available must be properly classified, and arrangements must be 
as a by-product of the general task of data handling, made for storage of the information collected on the 
so that there will be no need for the collection of regular tax returns in such a way that an economic 
statistics to depend on a separate reporting system with balance is maintained between the costs of data storage 
its attendant difficulties of non-response. On the other and the advantages of a flexible data file. The decisions

planning on these two points are permanent, in the sense that any
phasis has been placed on simplicity and economy of data lost because of them is beyond recovery at econo
operation, so that there has never been any possibility mic cost. In the planning of VAT it was decided at an

information early stage that taxable traders should be classified
other than that which is necessary for its efficient both by trade and by legal status. The trade classifica-
control. Much of the information about the flow of tion which has been designed for VAT is congruent with
revenue and the attributes of taxable traders will the Standard Industrial Classification (SIC), but takes
therefore be used for the normal purposes of tax account of the demands of tax control. The SIC is most
management, but there will also be a need to find out, suitable for the classification of establishments in
in the early days of the tax, how the reality matches the manufacturing industry, but is fairly broad in the dis-
model which has been built, often on incomplete and tributive and service trades. Indeed a subsidiary ‘kind
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of business’ classification has been devised for use in
Census As Customs and Excise will be dealing with busines-

ses, rather than establishments, the trade to which each
develop further the detail here and in the construction is classified will be that in which the business turnover
industry. VAT will be least at risk in a business which is the greatest and the nature and output of anv sub-

T
:r0

sells to other taxable businesses, as it will be recorded sidiary activity may not be known, and there will be f .Tnurchâ ;̂ 5
separately on invoices for which both buyers and sellers no central record of the locations and outputs of local
account. Where a business sells only to consumers, branches of a large business. There are bound to be ^

, taxable Pfrbu‘
ds ai«

however, VAT will be recorded only on the invoice some difficulties over classification, but it is to be hoped
provided by the seller, and the risk of revenue loss is

The VAT trade classifica-consequently greater, 
tion takes account of this situation by specifying 
trades in the distributive and services sectors in much

that the Department will be able to discover and correct
any errors which arise from self-classification through

i < » "

the educational visits which all taxpayers are due to
receive early in the life of the tax. There is, in addition, tioo o

lion it H  DOt

more detail than the SIC. The considerations which an obligation to let Customs and Excise know imme-
led to this form of classification were administrative, diately when a business changes its name, address or
but the outcome will strengthen national statistics of trade, goes into liquidation, or merges with another
output, which are short of data about the distributive and it is therefore to be hoped that the VAT register
and service trades, an area where comprehensive surveys will always be up-to-date and free of dead wood.

The total P > e t ^  be t 
^ u rn s  is not

are difficult and expensive, and therefore infrequent.
A copy of those parts of the VAT trade classification The standard taxable period is three months, but a
where it is substantially more detailed than the SIC is person who declares, either at the time of his

_  _  _A _ ^  ^  ^  A  m  A  ^  m  ^  ^  ^  ^  A

returns is n ^

on pages 19.5 to 19.7. registration or later, that he expects his input tax to pnncipa* .̂b
exceed his output tax regularly (for example, because Moreover the time

Anyone
I l i a  u u i p u i  l a A  x c g u i a n y  ^ o r  e x a m p l e .  D e c a u s e  n taiflso i

m o s t  o f  h i s  o u t p u t s  a r e  z e r o - r a t e d )  m a y  b e  a l l o w e d  t o  . sis of results will coYTxxvy, wij VA C4.11VX X 1 y- 1115 uuipui5 ciic zciu-raieu; may oe aiiowea to . .
ing on a business which will have a taxable turn- submit returns monthly so that he can obtain earlier dictated by the form or— ^    ----------- ....... x.M-.w t w i l l -  c w w i i i i i .  iN ^ tw i i io  i i i w i i t i u j  i i i a i  l i e  c a l l  u u i c t l U  c a n i c r  U l t i a i v « 1 J  f(>t

over (including zero rated outputs) of more than £5,000 repayment of tax. In order to spread the flow of ticular trade, say launde
a year on or after 1 April 1973 will become a taxable returns evenly other taxable persons will at the time of specific‘stagger group whif  ±-    ^  wx TV A A A vA V V A Aw A A1A Iw w A  ̂• ww ^
person and must notify Customs and Excise. In effect registration be divided into three groups which will i taxable periods February-
this divides the business population into two mutually submit returns in monthly rotation each return relating ■ the majority, though possX  X  ---------------------------------------  w . .  ^  ----------------------------- ---- ^  - w x « . . w  ^ M W X X  X W V V X X X A  X W A i X A A A l A  lA lV

exclusive sets one of which will become registered to a three months period. The group to which a wholly |j derettes will submit their re
taxable persons and the other businesses which are
wholly engaged in activities specified as exempt in
Schedule 5 of the Finance Act, e.g. most transactions

taxable business belongs will depend on the trade to 
which is is classified; partially exempt businesses 
will cover calendar quarters in their returns. The

in land, insurance, banking and finance, betting and likely outcome is that the majority of traders of a
gaming, education and health services, burial and certain trade will be likely to submit their returns in

about a month after the em
For accounting

collated accordin
This

cremation, and the postal service of the Post Office.
Businesses not wholly engaged in exempt activities will 
be taxable.

one month of each quarter, but there will be a few who 
submit returns in each of the other two months. In

lection and data-
II More interestii

order to set the rotation system going, some traders will
F . . . . . .
j the collation of

commencement

v w  w w  V  X ^ ^ W V V X V X X  h X ^ I ^ V W X A X  I X W X X A W  W X V A W W X k ^  T V  X X X  j  .

have initial taxable periods which will be longer than ;  ̂ It

of the tax, taxable businesses are being registered, and normal and the data for the first few months of the tax

as part of the process of registration are being asked to
themselves

ance with the trade classification which will be supplied 
to them.

are therefore not expected to be very useful for econo
mic purposes. Businesses which enter VAT after its 
commencement will be fitted in bv a similar adiustment

some delay in i 
for such a  perio

than othe:_  i A

process.
f provide reasor
’ or that dI

The relationship between taxable businesses and
I ĝprovisio:

legal entities is not one-to-one; the Finance Act pro
vides both for the registration of two or more com- The VAT return
panics as members of a group if one controls all of The return itself is simple. A copy is shown on pages
them and for a company organised in divisions to be 
registered, subject to certain conditions, in the names 
of its divisions. A company registered abroad, but 
having a taxable turnover of more than £5,000 in the

19.8 and 19.9.
Part A covers the tax due on taxable output and

imports of taxable goods, and tax paid on goods and 
services bought in. In the case of a fully taxable

United Kingdom will be registered in its own name.
but may nominate a local agent or manager as res-

person the tax due to or from the revenue is the differ
ence between tax due on output and imports and tax

ponsible for VAT. deductible in respect of inputs.
19.2
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Part B of the return gives figures for the value of the year, or even those whose accounts are published in a 
transactions underlying the tax and details of goods and year. VAT statistics can produce an approximate
services sold at the standard rate of tax, exported (at year by taking the tax-years ending November, De
zero rate), and sold otherwise at the zero rate of tax, cember and January together.
or under exemption. It will also provide a figure of 
total taxable purchases, in which purchases of capital 
goods are included, but not separately specified.

Part C deals with the assessment of taxable persons 
who are partly exempt. The concept of partial exemp- 
tion adds considerable complexity to the tax, but 
fortunately it is not expected to affect a large propor-

Time series of output are not the only form of data 
which can be derived from VAT. Taxable inputs, for

ioped

ne imnie-1 
. f‘̂‘iress or I 

another.'
register

but a 
time of his 

’ input tax to

tion of taxable persons.

Implications for statistics

example, include both standard-rated and zero-rated 
inputs, but do not include purchases of exempt goods 
and services. These exempt transactions may often 
not be important when comparing one industry with 
another but they do embrace such payments as rent, 
interest and insurance premiums. Moreover, the 
figures of taxable inputs will include, but not distin
guish, purchases on capital account, and those of

The total picture presented from an analysis of VAT individual businesses are expected to be highly variable 
returns is not likely to be strictly in accordance with consequence. It is not beyond the bounds of possi- 
the concepts either of national accounts or of Govern- bility, however, that changes in the values of industrial 
ment business statistics. A person carrying on a busi- purchases, as defined in VAT, may provide a useful 
ness will be classified according to the nature of his economic indicators, as they may be expected to
principal output, whatever the size of the business. quickly to changes in fixed capital formation and-• ' ' ' U U ljJU l, w u a i c v c i  UlC s i z e  U1 l l i e  D U S ineS S . A^**^*’ I

Moreover the time series which emerge from the analy- stock-building,
allowed tot sis of results will contain some idiosyncracies which are

formobtain earlier'
^  -  -  -----------  W ,

tne flow of;; ticular trade, say launderettes, may be allocated to a 
at the time of ̂ - specific ‘stagger group’ which takes the three monthly 
)s which will ; taxable periods February-April, May-July, etc. and

As taxable persons will be classified to local office 
area, and these areas are defined, there exists a pos
sibility of regional data. As the taxable person may be 
the headquarters of a large concern with many local

etum relatiog:' the majority, though p o ^ ib ^  n o ' ^  t L b t  kun- "
hich a wholly derettes will submit their returns and pay the VAT due
the trade to ii! about a month after the end of each taxable period. notify cessations of business and for new businesses to 

register as taxable persons if their expected turnoverIt husinew? i ^ • register as taxable persons if their expected turnover
■ t i l7  purposes, returns will require to be warrants it. These ‘births’ and ‘deaths’, together with■eturns 
traden of a !■M

collated according to the period in which the tax is information about movements and sizes of businesses 
paid. This set of data will be prompt, as the tax-col- should be helpful in identifying the growth and decline

iir returns m lection and data-collection periods will coincide.
More interesting from the economic point of view is

of local areas and trades.

VAT figures will be wholly in money terms, and it

t
vn

IS

the collation of sales, purchases and the resultant tax will therefore not be possible to derive price relation- 
for a specific tradmg period, but there will clearly be ships from them, or to reduce them to constant-price 
some delay in arriving at a final estimate of the data terms without the use of external information They

^ I'® exclusive groups and in
later than others^ It may be that accounting data will common units (i.e. money) and will therefore be addi-
provide reasonable approximations to the economic tive over the entire range of economic activity. More-

r  r  over, as the output of each firm must be either the
cross-classifica- input of another or a purchase of a final buyer, the net 

tion of the two sets of data, so that prompt estimates of
turnover in each trading period can easily be made,
once the pattern of delay has been established.

Potentialities and limitations of VAT statistics
j ,  . . .  ,  ---------------------------------- ^  * ^ e ,M .x v * x ^ v x  n o  v v . ; n i p u -

It will be difficult to fit the data for taxable periods into merits of final output, rather than as intermediate
a common year, calendar or financial; in this respect 

statistics will be similar to other forms of account
ing statistics. Many annual aggregations of company 
accounts, for example, contain either all those companies

taxable output, summed over the entire taxpaying 
population, will also be a defined, measurable and con
sistent figure, though not one in the conventions of 
input-output tables or national accounts, where capital 
formation and stockbuilding are regarded as compo-

purchases.
The rules of registration described above mean that

establishments

whose accountmg periods end in a specific financial will, however, be individuals in a large c la ssed
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population which is both well defined and lacking in
duplication, and their characteristics are easily as
sembled into bivariate distributions. Customs will be
interested in cross-classifications by industry of num
bers in ranges of tax and total or taxable output, but
it is equally possible to classify taxpayers by range of
taxable output and taxable imports or exports.

Furthermore, it will be possible to compare the
activities of individual businesses in successive years.
so as to find out the relationship between trade, size
and growth of output.

Value added tax is as yet an untried source of statis
tics, and its compatibility with existing sources is a
matter of some doubt. Within the limitations imposed
by the law on the tax itself, it should however provide
consistent estimates of output over the whole range of
industry and commerce, except for the financial sector
and some professions and trades which have been
exempted mainly on social grounds. It will suffer
from the disadvantage that the figures will be wholly
in terms of money value, that the timing of results will
not be very convenient, that no distinction between
capital inputs and inputs on current account is recog
nised in the tax, and figures of imports will be partial,
but quite clearly the data will provide a mine of in
formation which should be exploited for many years to
come.
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VAT Trade Classification
Trade
Code

Trade
Code

PRIMARY INDUSTRIES 
Group 01 -  Agriculture, forestry and fishing 
Livestock farming (including pigs and poultry) 
Arable farming

60100011 
^0012
0013 Dairying
0014 Mixed farming (no more than 50% in any of the

above)
10015 Breeding of non-food producing animals (in

cluding horses)
0016 Agricultural contracting

10017 Market gardening and fruit farming
10018 Flower and seed growing 
! 0020 Forestry 
0030 Fishing

Group 02 -  Mining and quarrying 
1010 Coal mining other than opencast (heading 5030)

UTILITIES
Group 21 -  Gas, electricity and water 
Gas

6020 Electricity 
6030 Water

TRANSPORT AND COMMUNICATION 
Group 22 -  Transport and communication

1020 Stone and slate quarrying and mining 
1030 Chalk, clay, sand and gravel extraction 

■ 1040 Petroleum and natural gas
m

; 1090 Other mining and quarrying

7010 Railways
7021 Omnibus and tramway services
7022 Taxis and private-hire cars
7030 Road haulage contracting for general

reward
7040 Other road haulage
7050 Sea transport
7060 Port and inland water transport

Air transport
Postal services and telecommunications

hire

i
MANUFACTURING INDUSTRIES

Groups 03 to 19 are in substantially the same 
detail as SIC Orders III to XIX.

CONSTRUCTION 
Group 20 -  Construction

5001 General builders
5002 Building and civil engineering contractors
5003
5004
5005
5006

5014
5015
5016
5017

Civil engineering contractors 
Plumbers
Joiners and caipenters 
Painters and decorators

5007 Roofing contractors
5008 Plastering contractors
5009 Glazing contractors
5011 Demolition contractors
5012 Scaffolding specialists
5013 Reinforced concrete specialists

8102
8109

Heating and ventilating engineers 
Electrical contractors
Asphalt and tar spraying contract 
Plant hirers

5018 Flooring contractors
5019 Constructional engineers
5021 Insulating specialists
5022 Suspended ceiling specialists
5023 Wall and floor tiling specialists
5029 Specialists not elsewhere specified
5030 Opencast coal mining

forwarding
7080 Postal services anc
7091 Shipping agents ar
7092 Travel agents
7093 Driving instruction
7094 Operation of car parks, toll roads and toll

bridges
7099 Other miscellaneous transport services

storage

DISTRIBUTIVE TRADES 
Group 23 -  Wholesale distribution 
(A.B. Wholesaling o f motor vehicles (new and 

second-hand), including motor cycles and 
caravans, is allocated to heading 8941 and not 
to the headings within this group)

Wholesale distribution o f:
8101 Fresh meat, fish, fruit and vegetables

Alcoholic drink (including bottling) 
Other food and drink

8110 Petroleum products
8121 Chemists’ sundries
8122 Clocks and watches
8123 Clothing
8124 Furs
8125 Textiles
8126 Footwear
8127 Electrical goods
8128 Radios, TV sets, tape recorders, tape recordings

and gramophone records
8129 Jewellery
8131 Imitation jewellery
8132 Musical instruments
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Trade Trade
Code

8202
8203

8211
8212
8213

8218

8221

8222

8231

Code

8133 Photographic goods 8233 Florists, nurserymen and garden shops

\pî
m ,d

.lopi®*

8134 Toys 8234 Pet and pet food shops
8135 Travel and fancy goods (including shopping 8239 Other non-food shops

r,! , (variô ^
F  survey*̂  ̂Lfivate
r ,  S " *" ” ’’bags)

8136 Furniture and floor coverings
8137 China, glassware, hardware and ironmongery Group 25 -  Dealers

(Pfl'

8138 Paper and board products, including reading {N,B, Dealing in motor vehicles (new and second-' \ 0

material
8139 Leasing of office furniture, vending machines,

hand, including motor cycles and caravans, is 
allocated to heading 8941 and not to the head-

gaming ings within this group)

'C w i

^ tr iv a te  pr;flOD-

8149 Other goods 8311

8312

Coal and oil merchants (not including bulk oil 
distributors or petrol filling stations)

Builders’ merchants

Group 24 -  Retail distribution
8313

Retailing o f motor vehicles (new and
and

Com, seed and agricultural merchants; dealers 
in livestock

109

1 .rpl and

other prof^^'®

{N.B.
second-hand). including motor cycles

8321 Dealing in industrial materials
18.  Group 28

;(

8322 Dealing in scrap and other waste materials
caravans, is allocated to heading 8941 and not %'̂ 2'h Dealing in industrial and agricultural machinery
to the headings within this group) 8324 Leasing industrial and office machinery

i 8811 Cinemas ^
1812 B e a t r e s ,  m u s ic  ^

services
8201 Grocers

Dairymen
Butchers

8204 Fishmongers and poulterers SERVICES

8205 Greengrocers and fruiterers
8206 Bread and flour confectioners

Group 26 -  Insurance, banking, finance and 
business services

recording studios, e t 
|jjl3  Performers and pe '
, ju sic , variety etc.)
8814 Radio and television n  

,18821 Dance halls and dancu

8207 Off-licences 8600 Insurance
Department stores
Variety and other general stores
General mail order houses

8610
8621

Banking and bill discounting 
Stockbrokers

|8822 Sport
1829 Other recreations

Betting and gaming

8622 Unit and investment trusts
J8841 Hotels and other resid

8214 Confectioners, tobacconists and newsagents 8629 Other financial institutions
8215 Footwear shops 8630 Property owning and managing etc.

dhday camps, camp 
sites

8216 Men’s and boys’ wear shops 8640 Advertising and market research Restaurants

8217 Women’s and girls’ wear, household textiles and 8651 commercial for consumption on

general clothing shops 
Retail furriers

and transfer agents
8652 (firms

8852 Fish and chip shops,
I . i 4i Aestablish

8219 Domestic furniture shops, floor coverings
shops, furniture and upholstery repairers 

Antique dealers, second-hand furniture shops.

as) or wholly for consiu
8653 Computer services Public houses
8654 Contract cleaning

framers 8655 Management consultants
JJ70 Clubs (excluding sport

Catering contractors
stamps and coins 8656 employment 8̂91

Radio and electrical goods shops (excluding 8657 Duplicating, calculating and typewriting agencies
radio and TV rental and relay shops) 8659 Other business services

8223 Radio and TV rental shops
8224 Hardware, china, wallpaper and paint shops services

8225 Cycle and perambulator shops 8710 Accountancy services

8921
8922
8923

' s hairdressing 
wunderettes 
Uundries

8930

8226 Bookshops and stationers 8720 Educational services 8941
'̂ wels, linen 

job dyei]
^̂4 lUWI

%cleanini

8227 Chemists and photographic shops 8730
8228 Opticians 8741
8229 Jewellery, watch and clock retailers and re- 8742

Legal services
Hospital and consultant services 
Local authority health services

Distribi

and motor

pairers
Leather goods, sports goods, toys and fancy

8743 General medical services
8744 Dental services

goods shops 8749 Other medical services
Music shops (including gramophone records) 8750 Religious organisations

8942 "
8950 6  Siting sb ti

,"^”(i.hand)
ve

8950 Re
">eral di!l°‘̂  si
P̂air
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• ^ t s ;  dealeR,

Research and development services 
Veterinary services 
Surveying (various kinds)
Architects (private practice)
Draughtsmen (private practice)
Consultant engineers 
Research chemists, analytical chemists, assayers, 8999 Other services 

non-medical bacteriologists, metallurgists and

Trade
Code

8993 Welfare and charitable services
8994 Public museums, libraries and galleries
8995 Political parties and associations
8996 Services of Commonwealth and foreign govern

ments
8997 Trade associations and unions

n

geologists (private practices)
Professional and scientific representative bodies 

.798 Artists, sculptors, designers, authors, journalists
(free-lance) and composers 

! 799 Other professional and scientific services

9010
9060

Group 29 -  Public administration and defence
government 

government

materials
niachineiy

iinery
M M

1

finance and f  14 
8̂21

, auctioneers

(firms acting;'

icies
ting

5c services

Group 28 -  Miscellaneous services 
Cinemas

:812 Theatres, music halls, etc; radio and television
services (excluding relay services), film and 
recording studios, etc. 

is 13 Performers and performing groups (drama,
music, variety etc.)

Radio and television relay services 
Dance halls and dancing schools 
Sport
Other recreations 
Betting and gaming
Hotels and other residential establishments 
Holiday camps, camping and holiday caravan 

sites
Restaurants, cafes, snack bars etc. selling food 

for consumption on the premises only 
Fish and chip shops, sandwich and snack bars 

and other establishments selling food partly 
or wholly for consumption ofi* the premises 

Public houses
Clubs (excluding sports clubs and gaming clubs) 
Catering contractors 
Men’s hairdressing and manicure 
Women’s hairdressing and manicure 
Launderettes 
Laundries
Hire of towels, linen and Industrial clothing 
Dry cleaning, job dyeing, carpet beating etc. 
Distribution, repair and servicing of motor 

vehicles (including wholesaling, retailing and 
dealing in motor vehicles and caravans (new
and second-hand), tyres, motor accessories 
and spares)

Petrol filling stations 
Repair of boots and shoes 
Funeral direction, cemeteries and crematoria 
Photography and photographic processing

Ti;

r
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Period No.

The registered person named here must complete 
and return the form to VAT Central Unit
o i l /  Excise, Alexander House,
21, Victoria Avenue, Southend-on-Sea X,
SS99 1AB.

not later than

j A pre-paid addressed envelope is enclosed
Any tax payable must be paid by the sarne 
date.

£ Before completing any item on this form please read the appropriate note; the paragraph numbers in the attached -n 
j: notes correspond to the numbers of the items on the form. .OS
2 Note: A return which is incomplete or qualified In any way (e.g. marked "Provisional") does not satisfy the leaal =r 
li. requirements. Failure to make a return or to pay the full amount of tax payable by the due date is an offence. O

PAFiT A. Account of tax payable or repayable
This part must be completed by all registered persons. Please complete all boxes, writing ’NONE’ where there is no amount 
to be entered.

Tax due for this period: Output tax

Tax on imported goods and goods ex-warehouse

Underdeclarations and/or 
underpayments of tax In 
respect of previous periods

Notified by Customs and Excise

\
Other

Total tax due: Sum of boxes 1 to 4

Deductible input tax for this period;

Overdeclarations and/or 
£ overpayments of tax in 
■c respect of previous periods:

Notified by 
Customs and Excise

w-
,v«sv.v.*;

Other 8
o
Ll.

Total tax deductible: Sum of boxes 6 to 8

Net tax payable or repayable
I f  the amount in box 5 is greater than that in box 9 tax is 
payable to Customs and Excise.

Payable 
to Customs 
and Excise

% n 9
sv.s

I f  the amount in box 9 is greater than that in box 5 tax is 
repayable by Customs and Excise.
(Please tick appropriate box).

Repayable 
by Customs 
and Excise

10

Method of payment to 
Customs and Excise.
(Please tick appropriate box)

National
Giro

: Bank ; -  Remittance :
: Giro : : enclosed :

For Official Use

\

Enter thebox(es):

par t  D, Calculation of de
n i s  p i n  be completed b
legisteftd pewony.

E nter 1,2 or 3 in this box to s

Amount of 3ny input tax whol

Amount of input tax partly ani

Percentage used to attribute ir

That part of the arrwunt in bo:

Total deductible input tax for 
should also be entered at box

p a r t  E. Declaration by t)
m t  be completed l

(i) theinfonr.,:
'egistered pj
No, 700 has
tile amounts 
of the Rnann

I have
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PART B. Value of outputs and inputs (excluding any tax)
This part must be completed by all registered persons. Please complete all the boxes, writing ‘NONE'where there is no amount 
to be entered. Pence should be disregarded.

Outputs: Outputs chargeable at the standard rate of tax

Exports

Other zero-rated taxable outputs

Total taxable outputs (sum of boxes 11, 12 and 13)

Exempt outputs

Total outputs (sum of boxes 14 and 15)

Inputs: Total taxable inputs including zero-rated inputs

PART C. Retailers' special schemes
This part must be completed by retailers who use any of the special schemes for the 
calculation of output tax described in VA T Notice No. 707.

Enter in the box(es): 1 if you have used scheme 1
18

2, 3 or 4 if you have used any of these schemes

PART D. Calculation of deductible input tax
This part must be completed by all partly exempt persons but NOT by any other 
registered persons.

Enter 1, 2 or 3 in this box to show which method you have used 19

Amount of any input tax wholly attributable to taxable supplies 20

Amount of input tax partly attributable to taxable supplies 21

Percentage used to attribute input tax box 14 X 100 
box 16 22

That part of the amount in box 21 which is deductible for the period = 23

Total deductible input tax for the period (sum of boxes 20 and 23); this total 
should also be entered at box 6 overleaf

\
24

PART E. Declaration by the signatory
This part must be completed by or on behalf of all registered persons

1.................. ....... - ...................- ...........- ................................................................. *  ft i  ft ft

(full name of signatory in BLOCK CAPITALS)

declare that (i) the information given in this return is true and complete in respect*of all business or businesses carried on bv the
u except in so far as and that, except as notified , none o f the changes listed in N otice  

No. 700 has occurred during the period covered by the return.
(ii) the amounts shown as deductible input tax in this return relate to tax which may be deducted bv virtue of Section T 

of the Finance Act 1972 and regulations made under that Section, and 1 claim deduction of input tax accordingly,
(iii) where I have used one of the retailers' special schemes I have complied with Notice No. 707,

Signed .....
( ‘ Proprietor, partner, director, secretary, responsible officer, duly authorised person)

Date......................
* Delete as necessary

BEFORE RETURNING THIS FORM PLEASE DETACH THE NOTES

19.9
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The new system industrial statistics:
statistical and computing aspects

,  -n il . ,

w * '1 - .  »i
If '

headings
later r®

quarterly inquiries
Ojfice

* """liiS <  
*■<:: ''"

It is the nature of a project like the Imputation Program that many people in the BSO and outside

jiv e n  jc c e p ta b '®  ^  
estin®‘°̂  f̂ailiDg *

it have influenced the work, but those others will understand if explicit acknowledgements are con
fined to Mr R. S. Baser, Mr L. K. Green and, especially, to Miss Jean Newlands.

With ininor qualifications all the new quarterly in- thought undesirable to complicate procedures without
quiries into product sales and the new series of annual good reason, and the initial review was limited to
censuses of production are complete censuses. four estimators, all simple in the sense that each was a
might therefore be expected that population totals could single estimator. Estimators of different types have
be obtained by simple addition of the information not been combined together.

I t #
" ■ *  f t . # * .  ■

f one iiiqu“

supplied. The main reason why this simple process logarithmic transformation of data was considered ' i, t n in
cannot be used is that all the data are not available by and dismissed because any simple use of logged data the consequence that an

amerent types nave s a j , j
The possibility of a treated as al
data was considered, typical data

the time the first results are wanted, despite the efforts
of the Business Statistics Office (BSO) to hasten res-

firms
missing

ponse. For example, with quarterly sales inquiries, the The estimators which received consideration were:
USCU w uui/—
to define atypicality in tern:

- - . 1 . r t f  O

eventual target for publication of results in Business (i) The mean per unit method. If, for example, it

luuwuxivvvr- ‘
actual data by means ot

Monitors is the sales of a given product which is being

which the data refers, and by this time, on current estimated, the average sales recorded by those who

on the data, or part of the 
is not done at present is thal

. i  ' *

patterns of return, only about three-quarters of the data have made returns will be multiplied by the num-

have been received. The obvious procedure is to regard known

would require a major im 
This problem ii

the partial data as a sample of the population. (There (ii) The ratio method, using an auxiliary variable

is of course the risk of bias in the figures supplied by to estimate a ratio which, in the most straight-

the early respondents, but the preliminary indications forward case, is then applied to an estimate for
Adapting the statistical meth

are that this is not serious.) By treating the quarterly the population of this auxiliary variable. (Our Trinciples

inquiries and the annual census as sample inquiries, actual procedure described later is slightly more

although censuses by design, it is possible to produce complicated.)

estimates of population totals before all returns have (iii) Two regression estimates. Instead of calculat-

been received. The techniques which have been de- ing this ratio between the total of the auxiliary

veloped to use the BSO’s ICL 1906A computer to do 
this are described in this article.

variables, and the corresponding total of the
statistic to be estimated, the two can be regressed
on each other, by either of two techniques. The

Statistical questions
regression can then be applied to the figure shown

Methods o f estimation
on the return received.

The basic statistical ideas of the program are in accord
ance with well established theory. What is of some

The mean per unit method was dismissed out of
hand. The variation in sales between respondents is

interest are the reasons which influenced some of the
typically very large compared with the variation of the
pattern of sales of an individual contributor over time.

major design decisions, and how these ideas have been jh e  ratio method which is essentially that used in the
programs

mation which in the past has been available only after 
some research.

past was the obvious first choice, using the figures for
some previous period as the auxiliary variable for the
quarterly inquiries, and employment as the auxiliary

The most critical choices are probably those of the variable for the Annual Census. There is a requirement 
statistical estimating procedure to be used, and of any to compute the sampling error of the ratios and the 
transformation to be applied to the data. It was extra work involved in computing the two regression
19.10



estimates and their sampling errors is marginal. The
I
I

It was decided to aim at a program of the generality
conclusion drawn from comparing the results of the sufficient to handle monthly, quarterly and annual
different methods is that, at least with the present data data. This seemed both economical in programming
complicated by the changes in the population discussed effort, and a way of ensuring that a feature which is
later under the headings of ‘births and deaths’, the
regression estimates are not robust. On the other hand
the ratio estimator has proved satisfactory.

The treatment o f atypical data 
Some data, although genuine, may be quite atypical.

necessary for one family of data is made available as an 
option to another. It was important as a device 
towards harmonization, tending toward a uniform 
treatment of data whatever its periodicity.

In ADP terms, routes through the present large
parameters

>utside 
■e con.

without 
 ̂ limited 

It each Was a 
I types have 
sibility of a

D̂sidered,
' logged data

Given some prior idea of the likely range of the ratio contains sub-routines and Ts quite s^ell strucSred
estmator an acceptable range can be set in advance although it is largely in a monolithic format. The next 
and ratios fallmg outside that range can be identified phase of development is to break the program suite

a number of independent modules capable
ot being assembled as required to meet the specific 
needs of different inquiries. This step should bring

enhanced

stratum,
much reduced weight. The limits used to define 
‘atypical’ are variable, but are preset on any one run ̂  ̂ 1. 1 A • . , , . _ aiiu ciuiancea ease oi
for the whole of one inquiiy whatever the difference maintenance, although little change in the statistical

« m the relative movements of different products due to, techniques employed, 
say, different seasonalities. It is necessary to ensure
that limits are not set in such a way that genuinely The cenlrallogic o f the program
Wtcal data ,s treated as atypical, or vice versa, with Against this background, it is useful to describe the 
the consequence that an mapproprtate link would be central logic of the program and to explain w%
used to mtpute or missing data^ It would be better despite the emphasis on ‘one pass algor,thms' the
I c t l ' ? ! ,  T  ’’ r ™‘ °  r'"' "" program provides for a double pass through thTdataactual data by means of a prelimmary computer run t., , . .

tion were:
■ example, i,
ich is being data, or part of the data. One reason why this
y those who 
by the num- 
le product, 
aiy variable 
)st straight- 
stimate for 
able. (Our 
ightly more

_________ , -- ................. . x.aa. wd.y u.is scanucd once to obtain all possible fair
is not done at present is that the simple way of doing it ^o^^P^^risons or ‘matched pairs’ of variable and auxiliary
would require a major increase in processing time between the periods being examined. These
“  • "  ■ are accumulated, (after stratification if desired) by

region, or by size, or by industry, and as ‘typical’ and
‘atypical’. The comparisons can then be combined
over strata, by a procedure that gives weight both to
the quantity of data in the comparison, and the size

This problem is still under review.

statistical
Principles

of calculat- 
le auxiliaiy 
tal of the ’ 
le regresseil' 
iques. H'® 
Ture shown

What follows describes the way in which the statistical
and the computational consiLations have Secffid  ̂ then
each other.

For economy of working the computer, it is necessary 
to minimise the transfer of data between core and 
backing store. This is helped by expressing standard 
formulae in recurrence relation form, and having ‘one

algorithms

sed 0^̂ o f .
londeDts is ,
,tion of the 
overthn^' j

ased in
figures for 
ble for
e auxilia^
.quire®^"‘
; and the

printed out, and can be used as it stands. More com
monly it is used, on a second pass through the data, to 
estimate, or ‘impute’ for missing data for individual 
firms. This imputation is done, first forward in time 
to estimate for firms who have not yet sent in then- 
latest returns, and then backwards to impute for the

,, u xi. j smaller number of firms who have renlied to the current
through the data to obtain the results, particularly inquiry but not to earlier ones. On th ^ se c o n d T is
I n  -dded into accumulators to produce t 5

p rograrw L " ta;::^ “ f t m
prelm  the computer is low at lu cumome sunsets -  ditterent strata for
relatively L a p  1 ^ ^ ^ ° ° ' ' ^  obtain a single comparison or movement
variances and s a m n i c o m p u t e  for a product while preserving the ability to produce a

1 u errors while the estimates breakdown of the data. The second reason for tb^
con ren ttS ioran d ^ E '''!^ '’’, ’' ” "'"ket ‘two pass' procedure is the desire to continue to ailow
were, for the same “7 * “ ' ‘‘7 “  '"i^hf in the population

estimate while preventing it having much weight in
imputing for missing data. A third reason for the two

size, or by industry. Thus a two pass process makes it 
possible to combine subsets -  different strata for

program
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pass procedure is that it facilitates ‘imputation back- the latest quarter are calculated and those for the
wards’ to amend estimates for previous periods to take previous four quarters are revised.
account of information which comes to hand later. Concentration analysis. The programs provide for

Other features o f the program
holding running totals for each product and a running
record of the ‘n’ largest contributors to it providing ‘n’

Births and deaths, A procedure is essential for dealing is a reasonably small number. Options exist in the
with ‘births and deaths’, whether they arise from
physical changes like a factory opening or closing, or

program to calculate the first five points on the cum
ulative distribution curve of annual sales of each

by organisational changes when a firm changes its establishments
reporting arrangements or when pattern of output of and to list the firms concerned; to provide counts of
a firm changes so that it is necessary to reclassify it to a the number of contributors; to compute a measure of
different industry. A related problem comes when a entropy in the distribution (which in this context means
firm drops, possibly temporarily, production of one logarithms
commodity. The technique now used is to allow the each firm has of the market for the commodity). The
imputation program to impute for periods when program goes on to derive by an indirect route the
imputation seems valid, and to enter zero value for variance of a fitted log normal distribution.
other periods. This procedure accounts for some of the respondents. If the results of BSO inquiries are to
difficulties experienced with regression methods -  an published on a timely basis it is necessary to plan
example of the interaction of data management to estimate for those who do not respond in time. But
techniques and statistical methods. it is important to get returns covering as much of the
Errors procedure. For all figures produced by the flgid of inquiry as possible and considerable effort is
imputation program sampling errors are calculated, devoted to following up non-respondents to an in-
These provide a guide to the quality of the figure, but quiry by letter, phone and visit. These efforts are
it is too early to say anything about their interpretations concentrated on the most important respondents.
in terms of confidence limits, given the complications of xhe concentration analysis described above has been
skew data, and samples frequently small; but some used to define a ‘key respondent’ as a respondent who
rules of thumb are now tending to emerge. It seems: is among the five largest contributors to any one head-

(i) that satisfactory estimate of industry totals
can be obtained from about 50 per cent of the data
by value,

ing. It is the key respondents so defined on whom the 
BSO concentrate follow-up action when their question
naires are not received.

(ii) that product detail can be estimated reasonably
well with substantially less than 90 per cent of the Limitations in the current procedures
data by value, and None of the quarterly inquiries goes to manufacturing
(iii) that we will probably settle down to estimating firms with less than eleven employees. Many do not go
product detail on about 75 per cent coverage, but to firms with less than twenty five employees. Estimates
below 70 per cent estimates will be subject to of the total employment of these very small firms are
quite large changes when late questionnaires are available from the Department of Employment.
received. the annual censuses of production, the figures provided

The most obvious periods to compare in selecting by respondents are grossed up by the computer using
the variable and its auxiliary variable are immediately techniques similar to those described in this article.
adjacent periods, and this choice will ordinarily pro
duce the lowest sampling errors, but it has the con-

Additionally, the published figures for the annual 
censuses allow for small firms and are estimates for all

sequence that the sampling errors for successive periods quarterly
are correlated. If different lags or separation between into product detail this procedure could not be valid.
variable and auxiliary variable are used, then inde- Some products can be made only by large firms, some
pendent estimates of adjoining periods of time can be are made only by small firms. The solution adopted so
obtained, and may well be superior for some purposes, far has been to publish figures for each product which
The current practice with the quarterly inquiries is to include estimates for all those firms who have completed
match on the previous quarter, monthly inquiries are at least one quarterly return. Thus the published
matched with three months previously, but for in- figures of sales of individual products give consistent
quiries with a marked seasonal pattern, it is under 
consideration whether ratios could be based on corn-

estimates of movements over time; but they do not

parison with a year ago. Current practice with the
include any allowance for firms which have not been 
identified as manufacturers of the product. To the

quarterly inquiries is that each quarter the figures for extent that sales of United Kingdom production of

19.12
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individual industries are underestimated in the quar
terly inquiries for this reason, there are three possible 
courses of action:

(i) to do nothing,

■®®easuĵ

^  shâ
The 

route the
on.

(ii) to sample the very small firms, to get the pattern 
of sales of those firms at present omitted from the 
statistics, or
(iii) to adopt a more sophisticated grossing up 
procedure, based on fitting a truncated bivariate 
lognormal distribution.

■X Preliminary work toward the implementation of the 
third possibility is in hand, but will take time. The 

jscope for introducing sampling into the quarterly 
^inquiries for those firms who do now make returns is
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Reshaping the agricultural census >5 »!f
England and Wales

10
first t>»'"lver.

powet*’ j 0  ‘ 
P° ,tistics aflfl ,.

i

P. G. Horscroft, Principal, and C. R. Orton, Statistician,
< : > « >

Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food

Changes envisaged in the agricultural census for
England and Wales were the subject of an article in

(the most important questions will be asked every
year, and other questions less often), and

Statistical News 6.9 <i>. Now that these changes are in form
process of being made -  although some have been
modified or delayed -  it seems an appropriate time to

those glasshouse holdings not in the sample).
January

review their effect and to indicate where future de
velopments may lead.

(iii) Livestock sample enquiries in March and
September, based on smaller stratified sample

disposes the making

a c c o r d i n g l y  ^  ^

)0inuttccs
The most significant outcome is that over the five- (about 30,000 holdings each). They will have oon-stamtofy oc

year period, 1968 to 1973, the number of census forms questions on key livestock items only.
will have been reduced from about 700,000 to about
350,000 -  a 50 per cent reduction -  and the number of

(iv) The special poultry returns will be abolished,

main annual enquiries from eight to five. Whilst
saving about 10,000 forms per annum.

part of this reduction has been caused by the natural
September and December vegetable censuses were

V *

The purpose of stratificat
-  farm ers'

fall in the number of holdings, the greater part results 
from the measures described in this article. Side by

replaced in 1971 by a single census held in mid- I occupiers of the sma 
October, resulting in a further saving of some ■ * -----

side with these measures to rationalize the coverage of
20,000 forms per annum.

UU lUV vvv..f-
corollary is that more freqi
from occupiers of the v

I ^  J

the census and to reduce form-filling have gone steps introduction of stratified s
1

to fill gaps in present statistical knowledge or to Stratification of the sample censuses ■. ...... - -
collect data on subjects which are becoming more These improvements stem from the experiments in the i 1971, will achieve a saving cnnolii

I

U l V U U v U v u  V *  —

lerging of the two vegetab
««« t  * -  ^  ̂  ̂  M

important (e.g. maize growing). Horticulture (which
has taken a more prominent place on the June form

samples of holdings carried

since 1969), the new concept of total area of agricultural
parallel with the usual parish-based sample censuses

1970. Holdings were classified into twenty seven ! luo. urising from changes ii

f nui ttwuivfv fc* w  O

\ without reducing the qualii
 ̂ tion that is obtained. But

I < A  •  i

in
land, tenure and the agricultural labour force are strata according to their type (based on the Ministry’s
among farm classification t2)) and size

sampling fractions were chosen in such a way as to

The new style of census achieve required levels of precision for the more
important questions, while keeping the overall sample

From September 1972 the agricultural census will be
organized as follows: sampled

(i) A June census, with 100 per cent coverage and
questions covering all cropping acreages and live- ’̂ hese experiments showed that substantial
stock items, the basic labour items, and all horti
cultural and glasshouse items (the latter being 
transferred from the July glasshouse census.

sampled
achieved without loss of precision in the results, and a

which will cease to exist).
quarterly sample

(ii) A December census, based on a stratified
drawn

sample (of perhaps 45,000 holdings compared 
with 70,000-80,000 on the existing one-third

immediately
samples

samples), with questions on all livestock items.
was found to be irreconcilable with the provisions of

an extended range of labour questions (including
ages of farmers or workers every three or four
years), machinery questions according

years

fThis scheme, together with the experiment and its results, is described in 
detail in an article in the Journal o f the Royal Statistical Society, Series 
A (General) see reference (®). Offprints are available from the Ministry 
of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food, Room A622, Government Buildings, 
Epsom Road, Guildford, Surrey (Price 25p including postage).
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the Agriculture Act 1947 relating to the making of 
regulations. It was therefore decided to amend the 
enabling Act so that the ministerial powers could be

twenty six to forty standard man-days, with the con
sequent elimination from the census of another three 
to four thousand holdings. At the same time, however.

exercised by means of notices served on occupiers consideration is being given to means of retrieving any 
without first having to make regulations. These ex- holdings that were excluded as insignificant but have 
tended powers, however, apply only to the system of since changed their status by reason of increased ac- 
collecting statistics and not to the list of subjects about tivity. This may be achieved by sending a simple 
which statistics may be collected, which are still strictly enquiry form to a sample o f statistically insignificant
limited by the Act.

The necessary legislation was embodied in section 18
holdings each June so that over a period of years all 
are examined. This would also enable a more reliable

ev.

“ ‘be sampu
tn

of the Agriculture (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1972 estimate to be made of agricultural output from these
and that section became operative on 15 August 1972 “̂ 1̂1 holdings than is possible at present.
under the Agriculture (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 
1972 (Commencement) Order 1972 (No. 1260 C31). Statistical amalgamation of holdings
Because this disposes of the need for regulations, it also The amalgamation of holdings for statistical purposes

has also contributed to the reduction in the number of
census forms. Some 10,000

committees
 ̂ ^ Ministers on the making of regulations. The Act holdings completing

samit accordingly abolished the Agricultural Statistics Ad- holdings farmed with other holdings as part of a larger
will ha„ visory Committees set up under section 77 of the 1947 single farm unit and formerly returned separately have,

Act, but non-statutory consultative committees are since June 1970, been returned as part of the larger 
being appointed in their place to advise on the collec- unit. These ‘statistical’ amalgamations represent a 
tion of agricultural statistics. backlog o f actual amalgamations, accumulated over a

. The purpose of stratification is to lighten the burden  ̂ ^bien not all amalgamations
s held in 2  of form-filling on farmers in general, and particularly P’f  ® f  b,y a corresponding inte-

^  ^ . . . . . .  eration o f  census records for statistical niirnoses. Thison the occupiers of the smaller holdings. An inevitable 
corollary is that more frequent returns will be required 
from occupiers of the very largest holdings. The 
introduction of stratified sampling, together with the 
merging of the two vegetable enquiries as from October 
1971, wOl achieve a saving of over 150,000 forms a year.

gration of census records for statistical purposes. This 
should be less o f a problem in future as more active 
steps are being taken to ensure a closer correspondence 
between actual and statistical amalgamations.

New information
arried out ii without reducing the quality of the statistical informa- The extension of the concept of total area to include

le census tion that is obtained. But there will be other changes, woodland and other land used for agriculture (under
tepntv seva arising from changes in the coverage of the census, roads, yards, buildings, etc.) as well as crops, grass and

rough grazings, brought in an extra 230,000 acres or
so not previously recorded in the census. In addition

The coverage of the census about 150,000 acres previously recorded as crops.
The exclusion from the census during and since 1968 grass or rough grazing were returned as woodland or
of 60,000 or so holdings with between one and ten °^bier land. This total of 380,000 acres compares with
acres of crops and grass and a negligible output (meas- 600,000 acres expected on the basis of the 1960

terms World Census, when, however, a rather wider defini-
j twenty six standard man-days, a standard man-day employed.

representing eight hours productive work by an 
adult male worker under average conditions) was

The questions on tenure, also introduced in June 
1969 as a regular feature of the June census, were an-

complemented in 1970 by the inclusion in the census o f swered by less than half the occupiers in the initial 
about 2,000 holdings of one acre or less but with a round, though this was made good by a supplementary
significant agricultural output (i.e. twenty six smds or question in the following September sample census,
more). These holdings were mostly practising inten- Since then the response rate has improved but the 
sive forms of production in horticulture, pigs and poul- questions are still giving rise to more queries than any 
try, and it was only for these items that the cropping 
and stocking figures returned accounted for significant 
differences in the census.

In June 1973 the process of rationalizing the cover
age of the census is to be carried a stage further when
the threshold of significance will be raised from tenancy towards owner-occupation has continued during

others on the June census return. The reasons for this 
are not clear but it is evident that some farmers are 
reluctant to disclose whether they own or rent their 
land. The latest figures show that the progressive 
trend throughout the present century away from
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the sixties but at a slower rate than during the fifties these events will undoubtedly bring about chanees in
w V l f > n  t t l P  t r ^ > n H  --------- ____________; c i u u u i  v , l l £ U i g e S  IDWhen the trend was most marked. The area of agri- the agricultural census as steps are taken to harmonise 11111
cultural land owner-occupied rose from 33 per cent at the statistical systems of the Community states but the f  H 6  ^
the beginning of the 1939 war to 49 per cent m 1960 farmer and the user shniilH nntiV  ̂  i.. M

\ y i e t i

and now stands at over 53 per cent. Owner-occupiers
now outnumber tenant farmers by about three to two.
The figures also show an increase in the average size of

farmer and the user should notice these changes only
very gradually because it is not envisaged that major
alterations in this country’s well-developed system will 
be needed. Local government reorganisation, what-

both tenanted and owner-occupied holdings over the ever the final pattern of areas and boundaries, will
past ten years or so. An article treating this topic in 
more detail appeared in Statistical News 9.11

cause a substantial break in the county series of agricul-
form

The extension of the agricultural labour force from 1866, when the first comprehensive annual
questions to include farmers, partners and directors, agriculture was taken. It is proposed to
and all those engaged in managerial, supervisory or figures on both the old and new county basis
secretarial activities on the farm, took effect from June reorganisation takes place. Metrication
1970. This inevitably distorted the pattern of the ^^ricultural census, scheduled for June 1976, will. a .  x . x x i ^  « x . x w  T  A X M ^ X  j  V X X I ^  v v / X  i . V ' V k  \ J X  t l i W  -  ,  ^  7  * .

statistical series relating to labour, especially as some  ̂considerable impact on farmers as they complete
of the figures were understated in the first year. The agricultural returns in the unfamiliar metric^ w r  t  f  v w v *  XXX v x x w  X ± ± \ ^ V  J  9  X  X l w

series is now settling down and the number of full-time rn^asurements, notably the hectare. A sustained effort
farmers to encourage the farmer to complete his returns no

returned in the June census this year gives a reliable accurately than now and to identify the inevitable
estimate o f the numbers of self-employed persons in *̂ ^®takes will be required if the change-over is to go
agriculture and horticulture. The exclusion of wives smoothly.
from the farmers, partners and directors category, even Agricultural statistics can be no less dynamic and
though the wives themselves may be partners or direc- capable of change than the policy making process they
tors, has sometimes given rise to comment. The reason serve. The agricultural census is one of the key sources

assumed of these statistics. The remodelling which has taken
farm place over the last few years means that the census is

into account in measuring the total farm labour force. good shape to meet the problems and challenges
that lie ahead in a changing agricultural world.

Conclusion and future developments
The benefits to farmers of having to complete fewer
forms are obvious. The Ministry benefits mainly
from a smaller volume of paper to process, which has 
enabled staff and resources either to be saved or
deployed on other statistical work to the advantage of
the user. None of this would have been possible
without the improved service provided by the Ministry’s 
Data Processing Division following the replace
ment of older machines with more powerful computers.
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programming
closely associated at every stage of the new scheme.
One development of particular importance to the

samples
tion of a system of addressing census questionnaires
by computer, in place of conventional addressograph
plates and equipment. This has speeded up the address
ing process and at the same time has reduced the
number of staff engaged on it.

The three most significant events which can be
expected to influence the future shape of the agricul
tural census are the prospective entry of the United
Kingdom to the European Communities, local govern
ment reorganisation and metrication. The first of
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The Universities’ Statistical Record
A. A. Croxford, Statistician, University Grants Committee

In iSyâ ŵ /ce?/A6?)vj 1.19 and 4.28 mention was made of annually by universities, and would subsequently be
the changeover, in the field of education statistics, to available for the production of analyses either of
the so-called ‘individualised data’ system. This article ‘stock’ (the total position in a given year), or of ‘flow’
will trace the progress made in this changeover within (the movements which had taken place since the pre-
the university sector. vious year).

i As a first step it may be useful to restate the reasons clear that in order to bring a record for an
jfor the change. The system which had been in operation individual up to date, both the record and the new
at the University Grants Committee (UGC) for fifty information must be recognisable as referring to the
years was the familiar method of annual returns; 
.iuniversities were asked to categorise their staff and

)ver is to go

^iTiamic and 
process they 
“ key sources
i  has taken 
the census is 
id challenges 
orld.

same person -  that is to say they must both carry either 
his name or some unique reference number. This 

students and state the aggregate numbers falling into immediately leads to the major problem involved in 
each category. Over the course of time this system has either introducing or executing this scheme, that of 
had to expand in two different directions. Firstly an confidentiality. A record which carries a name ceases 
increasing amount of detail has been required, resulting h)e a mere statistic and can instead be construed as a 
in returns which are both bulky and complicated, and personal report, even though this is not the intention.
secondly the returns had to be supplemented in order Although the problem of confidentiality may per-

iand and Wales' 
agust 1969). 
rfSO) Novemba

the agricultural
nal of tAe 
1.3 1972. 
9MS0) August

'  by C R . Orton,

to discern the movements which take place within the haps never be entirely solved, a major obstacle was 
■education system from one year to the next. These overcome when it was realised that there already 
.movements -  such as the promotion or transfer of existed a computer which operated under the joint 
'academic staff, or the success and failure rates of control of all universities, in the offices o f the Univer- 
istudents, are all-important for the work of projecting sities’ Central Council on Admissions (UCCA). Data

stored on this computer could be regarded by univer
sities as being still their own, as opposed to data which

Ithe pattern and size of the university system, but are 
ijnot disclosed by the normal returns. Enquiries into
fjspecific aspects of movement had been put into effect might have been sent to a computer operated by, say,

the UGC or the Department of Education and Science.lecemeal
staff. the first employment of gradu- The peak of the existing workload of the UCCA 

ates, the intake of new undergraduates or the number computer was six months out of phase with the ex- 
jof degrees awarded in any year. Whilst yielding valu- pected peak of the proposed new central record, and in
aoie information this approach did not cover the whole view of these two factors the agreement was given, in 
field, and to do so under the existing methods of col- 1968, by all universities in the United Kingdom to the 
lecting statistics would have been too great a task. adoption of the new scheme.

Naturally there were provisos made. Many were still 
concerned with confidentiality of the data, others had 
reservations about the possible amount o f work 
involved. Three universities selected an option for

The new system of information

4%
•>

It was therefore decided that the system should be ................ .........  ............ .......................
1 rationalised and that all these various returns should their modus operandi, unfortunately given when the 
be replaced by a single computer-held record of in- scheme was mooted, which could not in the event 
dividuals, each of whom would be described in a fair yield the required results. This option was that they 

; degree of detail. Apart from personal details such as should maintain their own ‘private’ central record, but 
sex, date of birth, nationality, etc. the student record be prepared to produce any tabulations as required.

K would contain a description of the subject studied, the 
i mode of attendance, and such items as the qualification

This was in effect scarcely any different from the pre
vious system, and suffered the drawback that the full

aimed for and obtained. The staff record would con- flow of staff or students would be unobtainable -  those
who transferred into or out of one of these three 

- universities would be represented by two incomplete
This record would be brought up to date records in two different places, rather than by a single

tain the same personal details plus a record of the
grade, subject taught, and salary and superannuation 

' details. '
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comprehensive record which was the object of the assure, that no use can be made of the record other
:d “

itevef
,a)ciD8

exercise. Fortunately two of the universities concerned than the production of aggregate statistics, a control

,1V if ' .3

quickly changed their choice of option, and the third
has recently indicated that it is willing to do so.

committee, the ‘Policy Group’, has been set up which
Committee

-e t h e

Vice-Chancellors. Three other Vice-Chancellors are !T» !“
Timetable of progress also members, plus two representatives from the UGC

jlly IX ‘j  0. 1

The timetable for the introduction of the scheme and one from the Department of Education and Science.
V  4  ^  4

f t # c

fai ^

double may .  uoiversH
^^JJrecord, and 

.n «  f t
collected fro® 
enrolment'

it IS(jjlOWfl
time ar

shows the size of the task involved in this reorganisa- addition representatives of the National Union of
tion. In 1969 a start was made with new undergradu- ^he Scottish Union of Students, and the

owfl .ofltaiiis a

ates during the current academic y ea r-th a t is those Association of University Teachers all attend meetings. s ;  •' can

who entered in Autumn 1968. This involved the setting
up of approximately 60,000 records, roughly a third of

KJUQ 01 me nrsi acts 01 tnis Group was to rename 
scheme ‘the Universities’ Statistical Record’ in order

the total undergraduate population. In 1970 these to make it absolutely clear that this was the only
same records were brought up to date as at December purpose of the scheme.

1969, and thus for the first time gave the ability, albeit Other decisions of the group have been: to operate
limited, to trace the progress of this part of the under- staff record without the use of names, relying solely
graduate population. At the same time the new en
trants in 1969 were added to the records. In 1971 the

on reference numbers whose identities are known only 
to the universities concerned; to limit the retention of

same procedure was adopted as in 1970: the records on the student records to a limited period within
of those who were already on the computer were 
brought up to date, and new entrants in 1970 were 
added. In addition, however, all postgraduates and

which a student who leaves might be expected to
return; to set out clear limits on access to the tabulated

11< i

statistics; and to set up a scheme whereby anyone may

This
S ro T th e  already-e;

staff were added to the record, this being done as a —  : ---- .................... ........^ j y j v c )  vi
once-for-all operation rather than by the gradual clearly in the right spirit, and accords with survey, conducted by unive

-------------------------------- ---- y  C 4. XllUJ fcSUll̂  * t

call for a copy of his computer record. Although this ‘ survey of the fct emplo]
^  ^   ̂  ̂  ̂ m  W   ̂̂ #W I ̂ 9

stages which had been necessary in the case of the far wishes of staff and students, it has paradoxically produces individual resu
more numerous undergraduates. establishment

In 1972 the process of bringing up-to-date resulted in  ̂ 1 r .1. . -,.7 » ‘ ------  j
a record which was complclely comprehensive with T  h»i™'i'hils from the computer. Naturali, m l.« te, „<»st<i

is not wanted -  namely a method for obtaining details
certain extent duplicate tht 
details stored on the centre

one minor exception-it still excluded those under- this system is under very strict control.

graduates who had entered university before 1968 and The remaining problems encountered are almost all
who had therefore never had the ‘chance’ of being 
added to the record. A relatively minor take-up

produced by the generally conflicting interests of the
statistical requirements of the scheme and the data-

Stationery Office, to be p 
The First Employment of Ur
. 4 » ^11 1 tthis processing will take pla

1 * .1 « ««

exercise brought this group of students into the record, Processing operation. Some examples of this follow.
making use of the indh'

and completeness was achieved. As a result of this the The group of students in whom most interest lies
UGC was able, for the first time, to avoid issuing any statistical point of view consists of those whose
of its previous tabular returns, and is relying for its niovement is in some sense unexpected. That is to say,
December 1971 data entirely on the new system. In instead of progressing from one year of a course to the

stored there, and the survt 
be added to the appropriate 
This will provide literally

I ô̂ ’d of each individual.
$

I i  •

order to give some idea of the magnitude of the scheme, at the same university, they either change courses
it now covers over 300,000 staff and students, about universities, or leave altogether, or stay in the same

Also to be put into effect 
' tbe present
n

each of whom an average of twelve items of informa- their course for a second time. The system at
tion is added to the record every year. present can guarantee to record correctly only those 

who stay in the same university -  if a student leaves

, - - records, which a
I (for example undergraduate
! are not linked

^ ̂  i

Problems encountered in the reorganisation
entirely it may be some time before a registrar can be

system i
a complete

I

fogether), i
“ which each

sure that the student is not simply ill, and if he trans
can

one. The
Perso

^  • I

be achieved
^  ^4 A

prol

Any major reorganisation of data of this order of fers to another university it is very likely that he will
magnitude is bound to encounter difficulties, and this 
section describes the troubles which have arisen and

be given a new reference number and thus start to

which would be likely to occur in any similar system 
elsewhere.

build up a new and separate record. The problem of
linking together such partial records is not insuperable,
but its solution may take several years to achieve.

The major problem in 1968 has already been de- A problem which is in a sense generated by the fact
scribed as that of confidentiality, and this is still the that each record refers to a specific person is that of
case today. In an age of suspicion of computer-held uncertain data. Under a system of tabular returns
records it is perhaps inevitable that the university most registrars would have no compunction in slotting
world should share this attitude. To demonstrate, and a few students whose age (say) was uncertain into

will iv 
formation

oT the for t
i th ‘t willV̂ ‘̂ '’°ti,
] iV'ock r
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whatever seemed the most appropriate grouping in the
return. Generally speaking, this is an acceptable
practice if the registrar makes his best estimate in 
each case. When the estimate has to be made individu
ally in respect of specific individuals, however, many
registrars are unwilling to commit themselves, particu-

_  A  ^  ^  _

,h tl.

known
own

rename
puter file contains a new classification, ‘not known’, in
many of the records, which naturally diminishes their
usefulness. As far as can be seen this particular
trouble may be expected to diminish as the record
keeping systems at universities fall into line with that

operate
sob

^  *®own only
® ’’otention o(]
 ̂Period ftithj
 ̂ ô Pected to 

0 the tabulated

of the central record, and the appropriate data is
collected from the student himself at the point of
enrolment.

Future
Plans are already being prepared for two stages of
further development, the first of which is about to take

3y anyone may 
Although thi

place in early 1973. This is the incorporation of the
results of the already-existing (but independent)

d accords [survey of the first employment of graduates. This

paradoxically
survey

' system which
I -  _  _  ---------- ^

produces individual results, which naturally to a

itaining detai certain extent duplicate the personal and educational

Naturally
details stored on the central record, and which up to
1972 have been processed in anonymous form by the
Stationery Office, to be published by the UGC as

are almost al jljAe First Employment o f University Graduates. In 1973
iterests of tl* |th is  processing will take place on the UCCA computer.
and the data-
' this follow.
it interest lia
3f those whose
That is to say,

mskiDg use of the individual information alrendy
stored there, and the survey results will subsequently
be added to the appropriate student records on the file.
This will provide literally the finishing touch to the 
record of each individual.

course
liange couisei
ŷ in the san* 
rhe system ai
ly only the*
itudent leava 
gistrar can N
d if he
that he t™

Also to be put into effect is the stage that will convert
the present records, which are still partially fragmented

example
linked

system in which each person has only one record, but 
a complete one. The problems to be solved before

1

this can be achieved are almost all on the systems side
but when this has been done the imiversities’ statistical

thus start W
,e proble® o'
t insupof®'’'*’

record will be an extremely useful management in- 
formation system. It will provide for the basis for

d by %that 
turnslonis 

bular m , 
n in̂

 :  intoncertaP'

cohort studies, full analyses of flows for model-building.
comparative wastage rates for different types of student’
and staff analyses both for salary negotiation purposes
and for the early detection of possible shortages. And
of course it will provide far more detailed analyses of
the stock at any moment in time than were possible 
under the old system of tabular returns.
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Notes on current developments

1.

PO PULATIO N AND V IT A L  S T A T IS T IC S naire length was reduced to about half that used in the

Population census tests held in October 1972
Census

The Office of Population Censuses and Surveys con-
questions could be made.

2 UrScot'a“‘'’ \  the

nrniectiô  ̂ , -.ojducted voluntary field tests in October in parts of the In Scotland there were essentially three (rather than

London Boroughs of Wandsworth and Merton, and ten) different forms each with a common base of

parts of Warwick and Royal Leamington Spa; and the demographic questions.
f i '" ”* Znwi P®'

W *  ally

General Register Office, Scotland, carried out tests in
a number of enumeration areas in Scotland. One

1 wun a common oase oi rlvresî
But two sampling methods . the ear;

for distributing forms (or questions) to householders jeasot̂  ^
idinor n n  the. Hatft n f  HirtVi n f  ̂ nf OfOjeet̂ t)

objective of these tests was to see if the length of the

were tried out, each depending on the date of birth of 
the head of household. In the first method one of

census form could be reduced by using new sampling three types of form was issued according to whether
lo, qsImP “
L h for these

methods; another was to improve the arrangements 
for householders to return their forms to the census

the head’s date of birth was Ist-lOth, llth-20th or

authorities.

21st or later in the month. In the second method only /uiother coDseqiî
one form was issued but this had on it all the questions to a revisio
with an instruction that onlv one eroun of the ‘variable’ na!

continuity

“' ' i  coDseque

with an instruction that only one group of the ‘variable’
Sampling in a population census is difficult if the questions should be answered, the group applicable

sample selection is in the hands of a very large number
of enumerators, and presents serious practical difficul-

to any particular household being determined by the 
same criterion as in the first method. One of the three

that It nas icu .v

regarding future migration
in oroK

ties of instruction and control. For example the use of types of form used in the first method in Scotland was
a short form completed by all the population and a part a marking document for direct input to a
long one completed by a sample (as in the 1961 Census)

regarding luuav ^
assumptions made m proj< 
have been revised as a resu 

if family building.

can lead to a bias in the distribution of forms by
enumerators. Methods were tried out in the tests

computer. This was part of a series of tests being 
conducted into the feasibility of a householder marked 
document.

Summaries of the projee

which aimed to overcome this bias and which reduced
the amount of information requested from any in- improved facilities for respondents were also tried

dividual person or household.
out. Most householders (81 per cent in a survey

forms
conducted after the 1971 Census) find it helpful for the
enumerator to collect the form by the well-tried

each of about the same length and complexity. Forms methods used in the past which enable him to do a
were distributed in sequence 1,2,3,. . .  9,10, and then 
repeat. Each form contained a number of basic

quick doorstep check that the form is complete and to
give any assistance needed; but as an alternative en-

demographic questions such as sex, date of birth and velopes were freely available when the forms were
marital condition. Differences between the form types collected, either for immediate sealing without examina-
were in the remaining questions -  such as occupation, of the form by the enumerator or for posting. To

accommoda help the public get an immediate answer to any ques-

July issue of the Monthly
the quarterly publications
The booklet however gives
including about thirty p;
information, telephone M
Ext. 8258.

References
Populaiion Projeclions 
Actuary. Office of Po{
1972 (Price £1-00 net).

Generorj Q 
WMSO) August 1972 
Q m erly  ^

1972 (Price 23,

tion, and number of cars available to the household: ^jons they might have a free telephone query answering
only two or three of these questions were asked on service operated in England.
each form. The combinations of these questions were The success of a census depends on its acceptance
varied from one form type to another so as to give, for public and the tests gave the census organisation
example, analyses of occupation crossed respectively opportunity to get to know the views of the people
with industry, address one year ago, tenure of accom- areas. A two-part questionnaire accompany-
modation and number of cars available to the house
hold (as well as with the basic demographic questions).

comments

Such analyses have of course then to be based on the
forms

sample of the population answering that particular 
combination of questions. Since all forms were of
about the same length the bias which tends to accom- Population Projections Booklet
pany the distribution of forms of very different length The second booklet on population projections in the
would, it was hoped, disappear. Moreover the question- annual series begun last year has now been published.
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The aim is to make generally available the detailed In the 1971 census the possibility of postal return
Ij results of the latest (mid-1971 based) projections of census forms was emphasised more than in the past;

together with a description of the methods and par- and about 26,000 forms were sent direct to the census 
ticulars of the assumptions used and the reasoning office. The enumerators noted which households were 
which led to their adoption. As usual the projections expected to submit a postal return and also those whom 
were prepared by the Government Actuary after it had proved impossible to contact and at which forms 
discussion with the tliree Registrars General on the had been left for postal return. In about 700 instances 
assumptions to be used. The basic format is im- no postal return was apparently received at the census 
changed; information is given for England and Wales, office, and letters to these households produced around 
Scotland, and Northern Ireland in addition to that for 440 satisfactory replies. The remaining 268 house- 
Great Britain and the United Kingdom. (Regional holders (who had moved, died or who simply did not
projections are prepared and published separately.) reply) represent a possible loss of coverage, although

The mid-1971 based projections are the first to take some of them would have been absent on census night 
into account the early results of the 1971 Census, and under no obligation to return a census form.

- ‘̂ ^^ifor this reason alone would have differed from the Three office and field checks were planned to evaluate
oneo|| previous set of projections. Thus there is some dis- the coverage achieved. The first was a general exercise 

to whethji - - - - - -
> ffth-20th (,

“elhod Ou,,, 
tbe question,
the ‘variabitf 

oup applicablf 
‘nniiied by tlj 
'ne of the thra
3 Scotland waj 
'Ct input to I 
of tests beiii| 
holder marked,

continuity for England and Wales between the base designed to reveal any gross coverage error; the other
population used for these latest projections and that two were directed to particular points where past
used for previous projections. (See Statistical News experience showed that error was likely.
16.17.) Another consequence of the 1971 Census is
that it has led to a revision of the external migration  ̂ r> i i k  ̂  ̂ .

.. . r .u  ̂  ̂ A r .u  • 1- An independent re-enumera-estimates for the recent past and so of the assumption u u u  j • ,

have been revised as a result of new evidence about the n x i. • i , . .  .allows coverage to be estimated only within the follow
ing limits for Scotland with regard to persons and

pattern of family building.

Summaries of the projections were published in the households present:
July issue of the Monthly Digest o f Statistics and in The census count of households was from 0 to 5 000 
^ e  quarterly publications of the Registrars General, high (due mainly to absent households returned as

e also tridl The booklet however gives more detailed information, present)
: in a suntj 
helpful for itc 
the well-triei 
him to do 1 

mplete and lo 
iltemative en- 
; forms weit 
tout examiM- 
r posting. T®
to any

prv nnswerb?

including about thirty pages of text. For further 
information, telephone Miss D. Pace at 01-836 2407 
Ext. 8258.

References
Population Projections No. 2 1971-2011 Prepared by the Government
Actuary. Office of Population Censuses and Surveys (HMSO) November 
1972 (Price £1-00 net).
Registrar General's Quarterly Return for England and Wales No. 493 
(HMSO) August 1972 (Price 23p).
Quarterly Return o f the Registrar General Scotland No. 469 (HMSO) 
August 1972 (Price 23p).

ts acceptaflt* 
organisatio"

1971 Census of Population in Scotland
P relim in ary evaluation o f  coverage

The census count of persons was within ±  6,000 of the 
correct figure (due mainly to the net effect of changes 
between present and absent persons).

2. Check on vacant houses and absent households A 
1 per cent sample of these were revisited within two 
months of census day, and six households containing 
ten persons were found who had been omitted from 
the census. There was also some net re-allocation of 
vacant household spaces, 10 per cent of which should 
have been enumerated as ‘occupier absent’.

, organic-g A note on a preliminary evaluation on the coverage \ r e s i d e n c e  A
nf tte P«oP'* I ^“ ^“ ed by the Census in Scotland is included in the  ̂ ^ n ‘ ^

county report for Dunbarton. It will also be given in ^  resident at the address of enumeration. The
s C 1 m census forms returned from their stated address of

usual residence (if in Scotland) were examined and
T -X 1* »  ̂ cent were found to be returned as nresent fherp
In spite of the publicity that they attract, overt also. This is equivalent to the double counting of 8 000

refusals to complete a census form have a negligible persons in Scotland. Since under half of t h f i h o r s  
were . n e r e l r n m ! ' f e n u m e r a t e d  in private households, this can lead

the county reports which remain to be published and 
is reproduced below:

were successfully prosecuted, refusal was persistent 
and no form was obtained. enumerated

in schools, hospitals etc. as also being present at home
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Visitors re-counted as also present at usual residence

Year o f 
Birth

Enumerated in household Enumerated elsewhere

% o f
visitors

% o f
household
population

% o f
visitors

% o f
non-household

population

1956 & later 9-4 0-04 15-7 5*8
1906-1955 7*0 0-06 7-8 2-4
1905 & earlier 7-7 0-10 5-8 1*3

TOTAL 7*5 0 0 6 8-6 2-5

Male 8*2 0-06 8-9 2-6
Female 6-9 0 0 6 8*3 2-5

precise and accurate information on particular safety 
problems so that industry can measure its own per
formance, detect trends and decide where particular 
accident prevention measures will be needed; secondly 
to provide the safety inspectorates with wide-ranging 
statistical information to enable them to plan their day 
to day work.

4 ^
lo hao

recommends
reporting to cover all employees and the use of a
single report form for the initial notification of an
injury to both the inspectorate and the Department of
Health and Social Security. This should cover all
injuries involving more than three days absence from

4. Conclusion A more detailed account of the coverage
and quality of the 1971 census will be published in due risk of serious injury should be collected and statistics
course in the General Report. The provisional results on the incidence and frequency of injury should be

quoted above indicate that there was no serious
deficiency in coverage, and that on balance there may

published. The possibility of collecting additional 
information on causes of accidents should be examined.

be a very slight over-count. The study concluded that statistics on industrial
diseases have only limited value.

C u sto m er se rv ices The Robens Committee in its report recommended
A monthly Publication Bulletin on the 1971 Census existing safety and health inspectorates for
reports, including unpublished extensions of the tables, factories, mines, agriculture, explosives, nuclear in
is being issued. Copies may be obtained from: stallations and alkali works should be unified under a

Customer Services, new independent Authority; also that this Authority
GRO for Scotland, should review the basis and purposes of existing safety
Ladywell Road, and health statistics with a view to simplifying them
Edinburgh, and that a common report form should be provided
EH12 7TF. so that the employer need only report the accident

once.
Scottish statistics
The Registrar General’s annual report for 1971 will be
published next month. The second quarterly report
for 1972 will also be published in December.

References
A Study o f the Statistics relating to Safety and Health at Work (HMSO) 
August 1972 (Price S lip).
Report o f the Committee on Safety and Health at Work 1970-72 Cmnd 
5034, (HMSO) July 1972 (Price £1-30 by post £1-38).

addition to the usual quarterly tables it will contain
Scottish and regional migration estimates for the
second half of 1971 and regional population estimates Incapacity statistics

by sex and age for mid-1971 and their projections to
1991. for work are obtained by the Department of Health

and Social Security from claims to sickness and
injury benefits under the National Insurance Acts was 
described in Statistical News 5.14. The latest issue in

HEALTH AND SO CIA L SECU R ITY the Department’s series of Digests o f Statistics analys-
Statistics relating to safety and health at work ing Certificates o f Incapacity covers the period June
A research review has been published of the currently 1968 to May 1969. It has been distributed free to those
available statistics relating to safety and health at work, persons known to be interested. A limited number of
This review was carried out by the Institute for Opera- copies are still available and, while stocks last, a copy
tional Research (a unit of the Tavistock Institute of
Human Relations) at the invitation of the Committee

can be obtained on request from the Department, 
Branch SR3 at 10 John Adam Street, London WC2N

of Inquiry on Safety and Health at Work, under the 
chairmanship of Lord Robens. It recommends that

6HD (Tel: 01-930 9066 Ext. 167).
The next Digest in the series will cover the period

the system of reporting industrial injuries should be June 1969 to May 1970 and is likely to be available
redesigned to meet two basic needs; first, to provide early in 1973.
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Census of mentally handicapped patients in hospital ment Pensions and Widows"' Benefits for the year ending
In order to obtain up to date information about the December 1968, referred to in that note, was the

’ ^ 0  n  mentally handicapped in hospital, the Department of prepared. Since then the system of producing
^ Health and Social Security conducted a national census pensions statistics from the regular analysis of standing

at the end of 1970 of all such patients in England and samples of retirement pensioners and of widow bene- 
Wales. The last census had been made at the end of ficiaries has been badly affected by ADP difficulties 
1963. Hospitals were asked to complete a question- tho result that similar abstracts for 1969 and

D e

of i,.
"* «a i**

; aKc ^

,, ’-up ol
«'ent of 

' statistig 
‘''y should bj 

additional
 ̂̂  examined 
OD industrial

sample 1970 were not issued. The Department did, however,

foliô .

at Work (HMSO)

and in this they co-operated fully so that returns were carry out a special analysis of a sample of retirement
received from every hospital. A wide range of par- Pensioners and widow beneficiaries at the end of 1971.
ticulars were collected for the patients, included among abstract giving the results of this enquiry is available
which were their sex and age, the length of time spent application to the Chief Statistician, Branch SR3,
in hospital, the level of intelligence, the physical. Department of Health and Social Security, 10 John
sensory and behaviour incapacities from which they Adam Street, London WC2N 6HD (Tel: 01-930 9066
suffered, the education and training which they were There are 19 summary tables in the abstract
receiving, their employment inside and outside the apart from giving information broadly comparable

with the earlier abstracts, they contain detailed informa
tion on the number of persons receiving non-contribu
tory pensions and sliding scale widows’ benefits, which 
were introduced in 1970 and 1971.

hospital and the frequency with which they were 
visited.

The census provides the fullest national picture yet 
obtained of the mentally handicapped in hospital and 
will contribute to the discussion on the future of the

Reference
Statistical and Research Report Series: No. 3 Census o f mentally handi
capped patients in hospital in England and Wales (HMSO) September 1972 
(Price 90p net).

D H SS Annual Report
The Annual Report of the Department of Health and 
Social Security for 1971 deals with the work of the 
Department in the fields of health and welfare and of 
social security. It contains leading statistics about, for 
example, the executive council services, local authority 
services, hospital and specialist services, national 
insurance and industrial injuries, supplementary bene-

Statistiml New^ family allowances and war pensions.
The Report also contains statistics about the new 

Report for that year-have now been published, social security benefits. Family Income Supplement, 
Practical difficulties in collecting and processing almost Attendance Allowances and Invalidity Benefit.

If further information is required it can be obtained

recommended |  services for them.
Pectorates for 
'j nuclear in. 
oified under a 
Ins Authority 
existing safety
plifying them I  Hospital In-patient Enquiry
I be provided* Two further volumes in the series of reports on the 
the accident |  Hospital In-patient Enquiry

17.20)- th e  Preliminary Tables for 1970 and the main

a half million detailed records from hospitals throughout
England and Wales have in the past resulted in a from the Chief Statistician, Branch SR3, Department 
considerable gap between the appearance of such of Health and Social Security, 10 John Adam St, 
reports and the periods to which they related (although London, WC2N 6HD (Tel: 01-930 9066 Ext. 167).
unpublished data are available somewhat earlier). 
The recent publications show a marked improvement 
in this respect, the corresponding volumes for 1969 
having been published only in March and August of 
this year. It is hoped to reduce the delay still further by 
producing the 1971 reports early next year.

References
Report on Hospital In-patient Enquiry for the year 1970 Preliminary Tables 
(HMSO) September 1972 (Price 34p).
Report on Hospital In-patient Enquiry for the year 1970 Part 1 Tables 
(HMSO) November 1972 (Price £2*50).

Reference
Department o f Health and Social Security Annual Report 2971. Cmnd 5019 
(HMSO) July 1972 (Price £2*85 by post £2-98).

MANPOWER AND EARNINGS

Retirement pension and widow’s benefit

British Labour Statistics: Year Book 1970
All the main statistics for 1970 produced in the Depart
ment of Employment are brought together in the 
British Labour Statistics: Year Book 1970 recently 
published. The series of Year Books, from 1969 
onwards, together with the Historical Abstract 1886-

Statistical News 8.23 carried a note about the general 1968 constitute a convenient source of reference for 
availability of statistics on the numbers of retirement British labour statistics. The latest volume includes 
pensioners and widow beneficiaries under the National over 360 pages of tables covering wage rates, earnings. 
Insurance Acts. The Abstract o f Statistics for Retire- hours of work, retail prices, employment, unemploy-
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ment, vacancies, family expenditure, industrial disputes, 
membership of trade unions, industrial accidents, 
labour costs and output per person employed. Where

to the report analyses in various ways a register of
industry collective agreements and wages regulation

4  ^  A  ^  ^

orders, which is maintained by the Department of
appropriate, time series are given for up to ten years. Employment. This register contains two forms of
Later figures are to be found in the Department’s coding which are used in the analysis; one of these
Gazette and will in due course be incorporated in classifies the agreements and orders as at January 1970
subsequent year books. according to the experience and type of discrimination
Reference
British Labour Statistics: Year Book 1970 (HMSO) October 1972 (Price 
£7-20).

between men’s and women’s rates of pay or minima; 
the other classifies those that had discrimination at
January 1970 according to different forms of progress

A  - A

at any particular date in eliminating discrimination or
A

in narrowing (or widening) the differentials. The
New Earnings Survey 1971 report compares selected rates of pay and the lowest

^  ^  ___

rates specified for men and women between end-The comprehensive report by the Department of j
Employment on the New Earnings Survey, 1971, has ^ ”
now been published. In addition to the results pub- gives information on progress towards equal pay in 142

A  ^  - A

lished in the Department’s Gazette from November mainly large companies and the results of a survey of

1971 to February 1972 {Statistical News 16.21), the some 200 small companies. Extracts from published

report includes numerous other analyses of earnings statistics of the relative employment and pay of men

of employees in Great Britain in April 1971 and of experience of equal pay.
and women are given and an appendix on overseas

and f leavers d'

„ of probation

“f t  “
to assess ’®

Other information obtained in the survey. Results of
f  iheir overall woi 

° ,  ....-cfortion witl
the corresponding 1972 survey are now becoming
available and being published in the Department’s

Reference
First Report on the Implementation o f  the Equal Pay Act 1970 (HMSO) 
August 1972 (Price 90p).

° 7 is f a c t io D  witl degrees of satiste
r ; - e  l̂ ted a^

Gazette, For further information telephone: 
01-92 28500 Ext. 216.

select one of five
«  j  tseiai u u v  V .  -

importance attached to

Reference
New Earnings Surveyy 1971 (HMSO) October 1972 (Price £3*00).

impui uniw *
were analysed as percer
;presenting maxinuun

Unemployment statistics

ICpiwvuiui  ̂ —
analysis compared the dif
and importance attached

Students aged 18 and over who are registered at em- probation officer
ployment exchanges for temporary vacational employ- ■ • • * - * -

Indices of rates of wages and normal hours ment are included in the statistics of registered un-
The monthly indices of basic weekly and hourly rates employed. Separate monthly count figures for this

Authority social workers, 
National Health Service h

A  t  t  ^  A  A  ^  1

of wages and of normal weekly hours of manual group are available from July 1971, when some 24,500 sons of the different attiti

workers compiled by the Department of Employment were registered; estimates have been made for earlier tion, age, length of service
have been rebased. The industry group weights used in 
compiling the indices have also been up-dated. The

years. These have been given separately in the national
tions.

and regional analyses in the Department o f Employment
weights now reflect wages bills and employment in Gazette each month from August 1972 (Tables 104 to
April 1970, and the new comparison base date is 31 106). These tables also include revised seasonally
July 1972. The new series were introduced in an article adjusted series. These relate to the numbers of per-

Reference
Report of the Buttemorth Inquir)
Officers and Social W orkenC tIMfl

in the Department’s Gazette in September 1972. This sons, excluding adult students as well as school leavers.
article registered as wholly unemployed. The increased num-
been obtained and how the new series of indices may bers of adult students registered in recent years had
be linked on to the old series based on January 1956. tended to obscure the underlying movements in the
Reference
Department o f  Employment Gazette September 1972 (HMSO, Price 52ip).

various seasonally adjusted series of the wholly unem
ployed excluding only school leavers. The version of 
the X-11 variant of the United States Bureau of the
Census seasonal adjustment method II used previously

Equal pay for series other than the national totals {Statistical

The Office of Manpower Economics made its first
News 17.24) is used for all series.

For further information telephone:
Report on Equal Pay on 1 August 1972. The report oi-930 6200 Ext. 21.
describes the progress made so far in the implementation
of the Equal Pay Act 1970, for which full implementation
is required by the end of December 1975. An appendix

Reference
Department o f  Employment Gazette August 1972 page 717 (HMSO, price 
52ip).
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Probation officers and social workers 1972 issue of the Department’s Gazette. It is also to be

a!^  Of h
R a t i o n  or

Ivh ^

^̂Port also
pay in 142

a survey of j 
published 1 

pay o f met 
 ̂ on overseas?

**■ The Report o f the Butterworth Enquiry into the Work found in Volume I of the recently published Classifica- 
and Pay o f Probation Officers and Social Workers was Eon o f Occupations and Directory o f Occupational
published in August 1972. The report covers officers Titles {COT>OT). 
of the probation service and local authority social 
services in England and Wales and Scotland and those 
on social work in National Health Service hospitals.
The secretariat was provided by the Office of Manpower 
Economics. The results are given of a comprehensive 
survey of manpower statistics, not previously available 
to the Home Office or Department of Health and 
Social Security. Appendices also give details of a 
survey that was carried out into probation officers’ 
and social workers’ attitudes to aspects of their jobs 
and of a survey of leavers during 1971 from the different 
services.

The survey of probation officers’ and social workers’ 
attitudes used a relatively new and experimental

References
Department o f  Employment Gazette September 1972 (HMSO, Price 52ip).
Classifications o f  Occupations and Directory o f  Occupational Titles 
3 volumes (HMSO) September 1972 (price £7-00).

INDUSTRIAL S TA TIS TIC S
technique of asking the recipients of the questionnaire Retail sales index

(HMSO) i

to assess the degrees of importance attached to each 
aspect of their overall work satisfaction as well as the 
degrees of satisfaction with each. Seventeen aspects of 
the job were listed and respondents were asked to

The monthly index of retail sales has now been rebased 
on the final results of the 1966 Census of Distribution. 
An article describing the rebasing process in some

select one of five degrees both of satisfaction and of published m Trade and Industry on 5 October
importance attached to each aspect. These degrees , w iic a so contains seasonally adjusted value and
were analysed as percentages ‘scores’ out of 100, vo ume senes on t e new asis for the main aggregates 
representing maximum satisfaction or importance. The , Unadjusted index numbers for the
analysis compared the different degrees of satisfaction ^ individual kinds of business are

„  and importance attached to each aspect by male and P^^^^shed in the Service and Distributive series of the
stered at em. I  probation officers, male and female Local Monitor
onal employ-1 Authority social workers, and female social workers in ^  ^ issues of these Monitors for August 1972 contain 
egistered un-1 National Health Service hospitals. Summary compari- rebased index numbers for January 1966 onwards, 
ures for tliis II Cl̂ TIC H o l c r ^  \y\r . For the main aggregates of trade, the differences

between the two series are small in relation to the esti
mated growth in value since 1966 and have, in general, 
built up gradually over time. There have been a 
number of slightly more marked changes in the index 
numbers of the value of sales for particular kinds of 
business. These stem largely from the use of a more 
up-to-date structure for the calculations, re-classifica- 
tion of contributors and the incorporation of some 
late or revised returns from contributors.

sons of the different attitudes were also made by loca
tion, age, length of service, marital status and qualifica
tions.
Reference
Report o f  the Butterworth Inquiry into the Work and Pay o f  Probation 
Officers and Social Workers Cmnd. 5076 (HMSO) August 1972 (Price 73p).

Occupational classification
government

and other organisations concerned with occupational
statistics, the Department of Employment has pre- 1968 Census of Production
pared a list of key occupations for statistical purposes Tables providing lists of the separate parts of the 
(KOS) see Statistical News 18.27. The list will be used
as a base for occupational statistics compiled by govern
ment departments. It is hoped that it will be adopted , „ ...............
more widely so that, where practicable, statistics November 1971 (15.17), February 1972 (16.22), May 
becoming available from different sources will relate 1972 (17.25) and August 1972 (18.28). The following
^  listed occupations or groups of these occupations, table provides a list of the further parts which have 
The list was included in an article in the September now been published.

19.25

Report on the Census of Production for 1968 which had 
been published and were available from Her Majesty’s 
Stationery Office were given in Statistical News
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Available parts o f the Report on the Census o f Production fEngineers’ Small Tools and Gauges -  MLH 390
for 1968:

Report Description Standard
Part No. Industrial 

Classification 
Minimum 

List Heading
14 Fruit and vegetable products 21816 Vegetable and animal oils and fats 22117 Margarine 229 (1)
20 Soft drinks 232
21 Spirit distilling and compounding 239 (1)32 Paint 27436 Fertilizers 27838 Formulated adhesives, gelatine, etc. 279 (2)46 Iron castings, etc. 31359 Printing, bookbinding and paper goods making

machinery 339 (2)61 Space heating, ventilating and air-conditioning
equipment 339 (4)66 General mechanical engineering 34971 Electrical machinery 36174 Radio and electronic components 36478 Electrical appliances primarily for domestic use 36880 Shipbuilding and marine engineering 37084 Aerospace equipment manufacturing and
repairing 38388 Hand tools and implements 391

97 Miscellaneous metal goods 399 (2)
(3) (4)
(8) (9)
(10 ) (11) 
/I

104 Hosiery and other knitted goods
(12)
417no Textile finishing 423

117 M en’s and boys’ tailored outerwear 442
118 Women’s and girl’s tailored outerwear 443119 Overalls and men’s shirts, underwear, etc. 444
127 Glass 463130 Miscellaneous building materials and mineral

products 469 (2)
131 Timber 471135 Wooden containers and baskets 475
136 Miscellaneous wood and cork manufactures 479140 Manufactured stationery 483
141 Miscellaneous manufactures of paper and

board 484
144 Rubber 491
146 Brushes and brooms 493
149 Plastics products 496
150 Miscellaneous manufacturing industries 499

Reorganisation of industrial statistics
The new system of quarterly sales enquiries which has 
been fully reported in earlier issues of Statistical News 
will be extended in the fourth quarter of 1972 with the 
introduction of twelve new enquiries. This brings the 
total number of enquiries operative in the system to 131. 
The 12 industries are;
fToilet Preparations -  MLH 273
jSynthetic Resins and Plastics Materials -  MLH 276/1 
Synthetic Rubber -  MLH 276/2 

♦Formulated Adhesives, Gelatine, etc. -  MLH 279/2 
Aluminium and Aluminium Alloys -  MLH 321 
Copper, Brass and Other Copper Alloys -  MLH 322 
Other Base Metals -  MLH 323
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Bolts, Nuts, Screws, Rivets, etc. -  MLH 393
Drop Forgings, etc. -  MLH 399/5

t  Metal Hollow-ware -  MLHs 399/6 and 399/7 
Asbestos -  MLH 429/1
In each of the above industries the enquiry will

cover all establishments with 25 or more employees.
The results will be published on a regular basis, subject
to safeguards on confidentiality in the Business Monitor 
series in due course.

The following short period enquiries will continue: 
Toilet Preparations -  MLH 273

" •T  fiti® “

fie:

Monthly total turnover enquiry 
Synthetic Rubber -  MLH 276/2

' ■ theGe:
1 which IS ‘hc 

Vole®® - shortly’

AS ® ceosMonthly enquiry into production, stocks and con
sumption of synthetic rubber

Aluminium and Aluminium Alloys -  MLH 321
Returns by members to the Aluminium Federa

tion

AS ie ial ceos 
detailed “1“®^ j jndusi
* I f p . .

Copper, Brass and Other Copper Alloys -  MLH 322
Returns by members to the World Bureau of Metal 

Statistics

d  Census o f Ih® 

Productionof Productionthe Census ot n u
and the similar Report

Other Base Metals -  MLH 323
shortly.

Returns by members to the World Bureau of Metal 
Statistics

Bolts, Nuts, Screws, Rivets, etc -  MLH 393

RclclWC® .  PrndliCtiO

Report on _  r  7'

Belfast) 1972 (Prices Volume 2,
95p net).

Returns by members to the British Bolt Nut Screw 
and Rivet Federation

Drop Forgings, etc, -  MLH 399/5
Returns by members to the National Association

of Drop Forgers and Stampers
ENERGY

New monthly total turnover enquiries will replace Digest of United Kingdom
existing monthly enquiries into production and stocks
of synthetic resins (MLH 276/1) and sales and stocks of

Expenditure on energy

asbestos (MLH 429/1) (from January 1973),
1971 totalled £5,575

Further information on government 
above can be obtained from:

every man, woman an
sumption in the year ol

Department of Trade and Industry, oil accounted for the
Economics and Statistics Division 3,
Dean Bradley House,

Horseferry
London SWIP 2AG.

cent of demand compared
J  coal. Natural gas incr 
Nearly H p jj
Pubhe supply system came

Tel. 01-799 5688:
Ext. 107 for enquiries into MLHs 273, 276/1, 276/2 

and 279/2;
Ext. 332 for MLHs 321, 322 and 323;
Ext. 101 for MLHs 390, 393, 399/5, 399/6 and 399/7; 

and

^  are a few of
"“ ••ofllie

hy of Techn
years, h lOloi

Ext. 110 for MLH 429/1.
•{•These enquiries will replace existing quarterly enquiries into sales of 
toilet preparations (MLH 273); sales, production and stocks o f synthetic 
resins (MLH 276/1) (this enquiry will be discontinued after the fourth 
quarter 1972); deliveries of engineers’ tools (MLH 390); sales o f hollow- 
ware (MLHs 399/6 and 399/7).
*It is understood that returns by members to the Adhesive Manufacturers* 
Association will cease on the introduction o f the new quarterly enquiry.

chans.

Tliefipst
'‘“‘̂ 'ics and̂tion of
each f n e ,] ;  ^
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3lt Nut Screw
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n and stocks 
a d  stocks of
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276/1, 276/2

Iand 399/7;
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1968 Census of Production of Northern Ireland the various fuels separately and with coal and oil
Publication of the separate volumes of the 1968 Report consumption by the larger industrial undertakings,
on the Census of Production of Northern Ireland has fuel imports and exports, prices and values of fuels,
begun and the following are now available from Her finance, capital expenditure, purchases and value of
Majesty’s Stationery Office;

Vol. 2 Food, drink, tobacco and engineering 
Vol. 3 Textiles and clothing

output of the main fuel industries and production of 
certain minerals other than coal.

A new feature in this year’s Digest is the Financial
VoL 4 Mineral products; timber and furniture; Section (Tables 96-98) which presents key financial

paper, printing and publishing; other manu- statistics of the nationalised fuel and power industries 
facturing trades; construction; gas, elec- in a common form. In the Prices and Values section 
tricity and water. new charts have been introduced to illustrate the

Volume 1, which is the General Report and Summary movements in the index of retail prices for fuel and
will be published shortly. light and in the prices of fuels used by industry. In the

As in Great Britain, this will be the last of the Foreign Trade section, a new table gives details of coal 
detailed quinquennial censuses and is being replaced imports in 1971, the first year in which large quantities
by the new quarterly industry enquiries.

An annual Census of Production has been taken every 
year in Northern Ireland since 1949. The Report on 
the Census of Production of Northern Ireland 1969

have been imported since 1958.
In the Energy and Coal sections some of the short

term statistics given in previous years have been 
omitted as, since January of this year, more up-to-date

and the similar Report for 1970 will also be published information has been published by the Central Statisti- 
shortly. cal Office in the Monthly Digest o f Statistics, Similarly,

the regional statistics, formerly included in the Indus
trial Returns section, may be found in the Abstract o f 
Regional Statistics to be published later this year by

Statistical Office. Information on series

Reference
Report on the Census o f  Production o f Northern Ireland 1968 (HMSO 
Belfast) 1972 (Prices Volume 2, 70p net, Volume 3, 95p net. Volume 4, 
95p net). Central

ENERGY

will replace Digest of United Kingdom Energy Statistics 1972

which no longer appear in the Digest is available on 
application to the Department of Trade and Industry. 
Telephone enquiries -  01-222 7000 Ext. 1348.
Reference
Digest o f  United Kingdom Energy Statistics, 1972 (HMSO) August 1972 
(Price £3*50).

Expenditure on energy in the United Kingdom during 
1971 totalled £5,575 million, equivalent to £100 for 
every man, woman and child. Of a total energy con- National Coal Board
sumption in the year of 323 million tons coal equivalent, jh e  Annual Report o f the National Coal Board for the
oil accounted for the largest share, meeting 45-6 per financial year 1971/72 was published in two volumes 
cent of demand compared with 42-9 per cent supplied by HMSO in September 1972. Volume I reports on
by coal Natural gas increased its share to 8 per cent, the financial results and prospects, and describes
Nearly 11 per cent of the electricity available from the significant aspects of all principal headings of deep- 
pu 1C supp y system came rom nuclear power stations, mined coal, opencast coal, ancillaries, marketing of

These are a few of the facts presented in the 1972 solid fuel, the Board as employer, management ser- 
edition of the Digest o f United Kingdom Energy Statis- vices and research and development. It includes 
tics prepared by the Department of Trade and Industry, ch
The Digest continues the series produced by the Minis- statistics for the years 1951 to 1971/72.
try of Technology and the Ministry of Power in earlier Volume II contains accounts and statistical tables

including details for wholly-owned subsidiaries, and 
loans and directions from the Department of Trade and
Industry. The main body of this volume is divided 

The first section of the Digest covers general energy between:
statistics and includes tables showing consumption of (a) Financial tables: profit and loss accounts for col-

commonly

years. It contains 181 pages, with 121 tables of
statistical information supplemented with maps and 
charts.

each fuel in normal units of measurement, in coal

as supplied to consumers.
e thermal content of fuels 
Other sections deal with

lieries (on a national and area basis), opencast and 
coke ovens — income and expenditure, assets, cash 
flow and major capital schemes.
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(b) Statistical tables (national and area): production.
mechanisation, disposals, stocks and consumption; Annual Reports

Industry

manpower -  age distribution, recruitment and 
wastage, deployment, accidents and earnings.

Summary
results and statistics are also included for the period
1947 to 1971/72.
Reference
National Coal Board Report and Accounts 1971^72 (HMSO) September 
1972 (Price Volume 1 ~ Report 51 p net; Volume l l~  Accounts and Sta
tistical Tables £1‘15 net).

The 1971-72 Annual Reports of the Electricity Council, l|
Central Electricity Generating Board (CEGB) and the '
twelve Area Electricity Boards in England and Wales f
were published in September. For Scotland, separate f 1972
reports for the South of Scotland Electricity Board
and the North of Scotland Hydro-Electric Board were
published in June and July respectively. *!/ ^̂1972

'

The Electricity Council Report
Gas Council and Area Gas Boards This summarises the progress of the whole industry in
The twenty-third report of the Gas Council and each England and Wales and presents the main statistics

food
sources ofio U tio '' relatJ

„bich supP>i«*. . . j  areof the twelve Area Gas Boards were published in 
October. The Gas Council report summarises the

contained in the annual report of the Boards. A
consolidated revenue account and balance sheet for Kingdom

^  A  - A  ^ la**" rA jc .it*
Ministry of ouai

derived are

progress of the whole industry and includes a statistical industry is given together with over twenty five
appendix which compares the main activities for each ®oiPporting statements. These include details of unit foon countries
Board. A survey of the year under review -  April 1971 consumer, details of the
t r .  ...u .- .u  charges against revenue analysed by function e.e. msether wth home r

releases

to March, 1972 -  forms the opening chapter in which 
reference is made to financial results and to the forth-

charges against revenue analysed by function e.g. together wth homoo iia ijra c u  u y  lUlJCLlOil e .g . al D€V
generation, distribution, consumer service, investment, k  a percentago of to'^ICICIciicc IS iimue lu iinanciai resuiis ana lo me lortn- , • . ,  ̂ --------- — ’ . ^oiinn vs

coming reorganisation of the Industry consequent on “ d finanemg. As well as following the Ue latest mform ' '^ ^».uiiuug icuigcuiibcuiuii ui me inuusiry consequeni on , , « . . n Anmî
the Gas Act, 1972. Subsequent chapters deal with the f  comparing current with previous year’s Bets No, 27 on 1 Augu.
various fields of operation -  gas supplies and distribu- appendices provide comparable data i964-h6
tion, economic planning, finance, marketing and - .............  •,,
public relations, personnel, research and development. ‘̂ °"su«iers, average revenue per unit, electricity genera- „unity. Copies are availab

going back over ten years. Figures showing number of volume of imports from the
1*  ^  A  A  I  ^

ted, fuel used in power stations, generating capacity Whitehall
Throughout the chapters of the Gas Council Report and transmission circuit miles are presented in this way. , rre|* 01-8397711 Ext. 2( 

statistics are given which indicate the main features of ~ ~ •
I

figures
process during the year. In the gas supplies chapter, employees of various classifications and the number of

\ X w* ̂  ̂ ^
9* '

: for earlier periods, indudii]

for instance, the increasing dependence upon natural accidents to employees during the financial year.
1 supplies.

gas is indicated, supported by a map of the national
transmission system, together with the reduction in gas 
making plant capacity. Marketing activities are CEGB Report

' Food consump

illustrated by statistics of sales of gas and gas appliances
and reference to the conversion to natural gas of In addition to the annual accounts and supporting

, Re\ised estin 
! Kingdom, to
i fortheperiO'

appliances owned by more than six million customers. statements, this report includes several appendices

Numbers of customers and numbers of persons em- giving data on the generatmg plant installed in each

ployed are also given. The principal statistics are 
complementary to the revenue accounts in the finance

of the five CEGB regions and its electrical output during
the year. Technical details of the new plant brought

chapter which are also supplemented by schedules for into operation during the year and under construction

each of the main activities. The supporting statements at the end of the year are also given. More detailed

to the balance sheets analyse capital investment on
fixed assets in the year and the net balances of additions

statistics are published separately in the Board’s 
Statistical Yearbook,

(since vesting day) less displacements and depreciation.
Area Area Board Reports

Gas Council report with the emphasis being on aspects Each report contains the annual accounts of the Elec-
of local significance. A report of the Gas Consultative
Council is appended to each Board report.

References
Gas Council Annual Report and Accounts 1971-2 (HMSO) October 1972 
(Price £1*30 net).
Area Gas Board Annual Reports and Accounts 1971-2 (HMSO) October 
1972 (Twelve volumes, prices vary between 52p and 73p).

tricity Board and statistics of purchases of electricity 
from the CEGB, inter-Board transfers, peak demand 
and unit sales to consumer classes. Also included are
details of the distribution systems at various voltage
levels and appliance sales through Board shops.

Further information about the contents of the
ot
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Annual Reports can be obtained from Mr G. G. Peter- inquiry during January 1973 in respect of 1972 into the 
sen, Commercial Department, Electricity Council, 30 extraction of specific types of minerals used in con- 
Millbank, London SW1P4RD (Tel: 01-834 2333). struction work. The inquiry will supplement existing

inquiries into the production of sand and gravel, 
silica sands and slate conducted by the Department. 
The minerals to be included after consultation with the 
relevant trade associations are limestone, igneous rock, 
sandstone and quartzite, chalk and dolomite. With the 
exception of dolomite, end uses of minerals raised will 
be requested. All known extractors of these minerals 
will be included in the inquiry.

The purpose of the inquiry is to permit the forecasting 
of future requirements for these minerals at both 
national and regional levels. The results of the inquiry

References
Area Electricity Board Annual Reports and Accounts 1971-72 (HMSO) 
September 1972 (twelve volumes, prices vary between 47p and 60p).
South o f Scotland Electricity Board Annual Report and Accounts 1971-72 
(HMSO) June 1972 (Price 68p).
North o f Scotland Hydro-Electric Board Annual Report and Accounts 
1971-72 (HMSO) July 1972 (Price 73p).
Electricity Council Annual Report and Accounts 1971-72 (HMSO) Septem
ber 1972 (Price £1-85).
Central Electricity Generating Board Annual Report and Accounts 1971-72 
(HMSO) September 1972 (Price 90p).

FOOD
Sources of supply
Detailed information relating to the main sources from to local planning authorities and the
which supplies of food and feedingstuffs in the United 
Kingdom are derived are presented annually in the

planning branches of the Department in assessing 
whether sufficient land is available for allocation to

re v io u s  year’s 
p a ra b le  data 
n g  n u m b e r  of 
^ c i t y  genera
t in g  capacity

Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food series of niineral extraction. The results will be published in 
Food Facts releases. Quantities imported, including Housing and Construction Statistics in a form that will 
details of the main countries of consignment, are shown permit the disclosure of the extraction of any single 
together with home production, and each is expressed operator. Details will also be produced in the form of 
as a percentage of total new supplies. ^ production leaflet similar to that presently published

The latest information, which was published in Food gravel.
Facts No. 27 on 11 August 1972, covers the periods This inquiry will be replaced in respect of 1973 by an 
1964-66, 1970 and 1971. Additionally, it shows the annual inquiry into the extraction of all minerals 
volume of Imports from the European Economic Com- (excluding fuel, and those minerals for which the
munity. Copies are available from the Ministry’s Press Department already collects production data) to be 
Office at Whitehall Place West, London SW1A2HH conducted by the Business Statistics Office. This latter

dinthis\vay. 1 (Xel: 01-839 7711 Ext. 202), as well as statements inquiry will incorporate at least in part the Department
e n u m b e r  of 
le n u m b e r  of

for earlier periods, including comparison with pre-war 
supplies.

Food consumption levels
Revised estimates of food consumption in the United

of Trade and Industry’s annual inquiry into ‘Output, 
employment, explosives, plant and accidents.’

Industrial building

1 supporting 
appendices

Jled in each

Kingdom, together with detailed nutritional analyses ^^^^^^ounced in March 1972 (see 
for the period 1968 to 1971, were published in Trade March 1972, page 559) that industrial develop-
and Industry 20 July 1972.

The estimates relate to total supplies of food moving
ment certificates would no longer be needed in the

Areas, which

ore
he B o a rd ’s I all food position to be compared over different periods 

of time.

into consumption (after deductions for exports, non- together cover the whole of the North Region of 
utputduriDg I  fooj waste) divided by the estimated popula- ^ ”Sland, nearly the whole of Scotland, most of Wales
ant brought |  average consumption per head. They are North West and South West Regions

the only available figures for the total food consump- England. It was also announced that the exemption
tion of the population as a whole, and enable the over- up to which certificates are not usually needed,

were to be raised in the rest of the country. These
changes became effective in July 1972. In view of the

The tables include estimates of the consumption of consequent more limited coverage of the statistics of 
alcoholic drinks, based on statistics collected by HM iu^^ustrial building, these statistics are not being pub-
Customs and Excise of the quantities of spirits beer *̂®̂ cd after those for the second quarter 1972 but, as

announced in Trade and Industry for 27 April 1972,
page 158, will continue to be available in terms of the 
more limited coverage. Enquiries should be made to 
the Department of Trade and Industry, EcSlC, Room 
815, Millbank Tower, London SWIP 4QU (Telephone

gftheE!̂ ' 
if electric*̂  j]

and wines retained for use in the United Kingdom.

CONSTRUCTION
Building materials: inquiry into specific minerals 
extracted in 1972
The Department of the Environment is to conduct an

01-834 2255 Extension 178).
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PRICES NATIONAL ACCOUNTS
Index numbers of wholesale prices ~ value added tax Derived statistics of national income and
The regular monthly published series of wholesale expenditure
price index numbers is to be compiled exclusive of Economic Trends for October each year contains addi

dll^  At>\ U* ■- (*J

Vr

.fhi

vefi'
O
.u. app̂  ̂ û ide

ven "
is  ̂applied I

may*̂

value added tax (VAT). tional tables providing percentages derived from the
This will be in keeping with the present treatment o f published in the National Income and Expend!

purchase tax which is excluded. It is expected that 
users will find VAT-exclusive index numbers more

ture Blue Book. The time-table for producing the Blue 
Book does not allow time for the inclusion there of

appropriate for most purposes, including their use in 
cost variation clauses in contracts.

these derived figures but, as they are of general interest
and widely used, the figures are made available in this

Other tax changes to be made at the same time as
way.

/ ? r < ;r .A 0 c

r/y

< i i » »

VAT is introduced may give rise to difficulties in inter- The derived percentages given include those for the I

preting the movements o f input and output price composition of total final expenditure, total domestic
index numbers during the transitional period; attention income and total personal income; also given are growth
will be drawn by the Department o f Trade and Industry miuw me annual raxes oi cnange oe- îcle
to major discontinuities that could arise from possible given part of years) for gross domestic \  «{ti

 ̂ _ . 1 _____ nrodnct at constant far.tnr rm t in tlip 10^0 tr*  ̂ ^̂ mnariSOD ^

income ana xoiai personal income; also given are growth j [n t
triangles (which show the annual rates of change be- jjticle public®

reduction in excise duties on tobacco, etc. product at constant factor cost in the years 1950 to imparisoo
1971. Similar growth triangles are available on request

Except when the VAT rates change. VAT-inclusive j  s ‘ ^  bas<
index numbers, covering commodities all o f which are (Telephone 01-930 5422 Ext. 638) for the main com- bv'
at the same VAT rate, would have the same percentage 
movement as VAT-exclusive index numbers. Those

ponents of final expenditure at constant prices (con-

covering commodities at different VAT rates would
not have exactly the same percentage movement, be-

sumers’ expenditure, public authorities’ current ex
penditure on goods and services, gross domestic 
fixed capital formation, exports and imports of goods

cause their relative weights would be based on tax- expenditure) and for
inclusive instead of tax-exclusive values. personal disposable income revalued at constant prices.

References
National Income and Expenditure 1972 (HMSO) September 1972 (Price 85p). 
Economic Trends (HMSO) monthly (Price 63p net).

BALANCE OF PAYM ENTS METHODOLOGY

The balance of payments in the inter-war period
Snapshot moments and their interpolation in complex
system models

The Bank of England have compiled a review of the ^  complex system developing continuously through
balance o f payments statistics collected in the inter-war
period. It is published in the September 1972 issue of 
the Bank’s Bulletin.

time can often be studied by analysing the system at 
certain moments. These must be related to one another
and to the rest of time through assumptions on how

The sources and methods used to produce the figures the system changes in the intervening periods.
are discussed with reference to some of the economic In particular the daily operations of a seasonal in
events o f the period and to occasions when better dustry throughout the year can be represented by a
^ ^  ^  A  ^  ^  ^  A ^  ^  ^  A  A  ^  *

information might have modified the direction or timing detailed analysis of a small number of ‘snapshot’ days,
of changes in monetary policy. and interpolation between them to give other days.

Tables accompanying the review provide details of Likewise the development of the industry over a period
the balance of payments figures published before 1939. o f years can often be adequately represented by studies
It is hoped, in a subsequent issue of the Bulletin, to revise 
these original estimates to take account of the informa
tion from official sources and from academic research

of several ‘snapshot’ years.
The justification and implementation of this approach

which has become available since 1939.
are given in a paper, by Dr G. R. Hext, which has been
published in the June 1972 issue of Operational Re-

Offprints o f the Bank’s article and copies o f the search Quarterly, The need for the study arose while
Bank’s Bulletin may be obtained from the Economic Dr Hext and his colleagues were working on models of
Intelligence Department, Bank of England, EC2R 8 AH. Department
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Trade and Industry, and the paper is illustrated by a housing include the latest estimates o f the stock of
very simple model o f the gas industry. However, the dwellings in Great Britain by region, by tenure and by
implementation is given in considerable detail so that age. Annual figures are included of local authorities’
the approach can be applied to complex linear systems, housing completions by type o f authority and details
and others beside. o f industrialised systems used, and the half-yearly

Copies of his paper may be obtained from the author, table o f local authority rents is brought up to date.
Dr G. R. Hext, Central Statistical Office, Great George Some of the principal results o f the 1971 House Condi-
Street London SWIP 3AQ (Tel: 01-930 5422 Ext. 579) Survey o f England and Wales are presented (see

Statistical News 18.26).

Supplementary tables in later issues will include 
most o f the information from those tables, regular or 
supplementary, in the two former publications which 
have been omitted from the quarterly series in the new 
publication. Telephone 01-839 7848 Ext. 345 for 
further information.

References
Housing and Construction Statistics 1 (HMSO) September 1972 (Price 75p 
net).
Notes and Definitions Supplement to the above (HMSO) September 1972 
(Price 25p net).
(Annual subscription including Supplement and postage £3*55).

Reference
Operational Research Quarterly Volume 23 No, 2, pp. 177 to 194 (Per- 
gamon Press, 1972).

INTERNATIONAL
Taxes and social securrty contributions:

for n
dofflesi

 ̂°f change I* . I international comparisons
domestiJ article published in the October 1972 issue of

■yeaRi950|jI  Economic Trends by the Central Statistical Office
^̂ WeoDrequjjJ shows a comparison of taxation in fourteen of the
f̂etical Offidf world’s leading industrial countries for the years 1968-

themaincoul tables are based on international returns
prices (cofrj niade to and published by OECD in National Accounts
current e t i 1960-70 and show for each country total taxes and 

ôss domestil social security contributions as a percentage o f gross Family Expenditure Survey 1971
iports of goo41  national product and, for the latest year, an analysis The Family Expenditure Survey Report for 1971 was 
iture) and fa I ŷP® Similar articles covering earlier periods published in September. It follows the general pattern

A  o f  thp . r p n n r tQ  in  r< ^rpnf \/AQro K n f o y*\T 1
constant pnca

iberl972(Price8j |

in complex

Reference
Economic Trends (HMSO) monthly (Price 63p net).

have appeared in the May 1969, August 1970, and May of the reports in recent years but includes several new 
1971 issues of Economic Trends. tables. These are expenditure analyses for households

of which the head is self-employed, for men and for 
women living alone distinguishing those above pension
able age, and for those households which have and 
those which do not have the use o f a car. For the first 
time, regional expenditure and income figures are given
for a single year; in recent years only two-year averages 
have been given.

Reference
Family Expenditure Survey Report for 1971 (HMSO) September 1972 
(£2-40).

PUBLICATIONS
Housing and Construction Statistics
The new quarterly Housing and Construction Statistics 
announced in Statistical News 17.30, has now been 
published, together with the Notes and Definitions 
Supplement,

The regular tables in this and subsequent issues 
include sections on housing and other building costs New Business Monitors
and prices, the value of contractor’s output and new 
orders, local authority design work, employment, 
housebuilding performance, local authority housing, 
improvement grants, slum clearance, housing finance, 
rent regulation and building materials.

Each issue will contain additional or more detailed 
information in supplementary tables, most of which will 
appear annually. In the first issue these include

Seven new Business Monitors have recently been 
published in the Production series. Six o f these present 
the results o f new quarterly inquiries into manufacturers’ 
sales, while the seventh (reference PI 13) presents the 
results, in index number form, o f the new monthly 
inquiry into sales and orders by firms classified to the 
mechanical, instrument and electrical engineering 
industries (Orders VII, VIII and IX of the Standard

figures which supplement the regular tables on the cost Industrial Classification — Revised 1968). All seven 
of construction and the value o f output and new inquiries are being conducted by the Business Statistics 
orders. Figures of output, new orders and employment Office as part o f the new system of industrial statistics.
are given for Northern Ireland and for local authority Note; PI 13 was shown in error as a new issue in
direct labour organisations. Supplementary tables on Statistical News 17.29.
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The full list of new titles is :
P23 Office machinery

the previous system of registration under the Trade

P64
P113
P117

Metal-working machine tools
Engineering (volume indices of sales and orders)
Production of man-made fibres

Union Act of 187L In the first Report made under thê
Industrial Relations Act 1971, it is accepted that littlej

P131 Canvas goods and sacks and other made-up 
textiles

of the valuable statistical basis of reports under thel 
previous legislation could be available for 1971. Thej 
new Act did not empower the Chief Registrar to ask''

P134 Scales and weighing machinery and portable 
power tools

organisations on provisional registration during the
last three months of 1971 to provide annual returns
for 1971. Statistical material for 1972 will be available t

PI 35 Food and drink processing machinery and in 1973, and it is intended that future Reports will be
packaging and bottling machinery. published in October o f each year.

The first two Business Monitors listed above replace Since the legal definition of a ‘trade union’ was
A  A  __ ^  ̂ ^  ^  ^  ^

three existing Business Monitors, the new P64 covering changed by the Industrial Relations Act, continuity and
both the previous quarterly issue with the same refer- comparability with the statistics formerly published by
ence and P76 (Numerically-controlled metal-working the Registry of Friendly Societies will not be possible.
machine tools) which was discontinued after the publi- Details of the number of organisations on the registers
cation of the issue relating to the third quarter o f 1971. at 31 March 1972 are given in the first o f the new
The monthly edition o f P64 will continue to be pub
lished. The former quarterly inquiries into office

at 31 March 1972 are given in the first o f the new of
Reports and, in future years, similar detail will be given united *
QC o t ^1 T*̂  A >4 4 -X 1_A___t < > •

the in  p ro d u c t* '^ '
u n it  o f  ou<P‘

" L e ss  hnve co.
on eonapet' g f

as at 31 December. In addition it is intended to give
machinery, metal-working machine tools and numeric- particulars o f complaints dealt with during the year.
ally-controlled metal-working machine tools were summary
continued into the fourth quarter o f 1971 in order to trade unions and employers’ associations will be pro-
provide an overlap with the new inquiries and the vided, including totals of membership and funds and a
results o f both inquiries are shown in the issues relating statement of total income and expenditure.
to that quarter.

For the last four new Business Monitors listed
above, the value o f sales is being collected and pub-

Reference
Report o f  the Chief Registrar o f Trade Unions and Employers" Associations 
for the year 1971 (HMSO) July 1972 (Price 50p net).

lished on a quarterly basis for the first time.
In addition to sales data, Business Monitors P23,

National Institute Economic Review

P64 (quarterly issue), PI 31 and PI 34 contain statistics In addition to its regular survey of recent trends and

on imports and exports; and the P64 (quarterly issue) 
also includes statistics on orders with those for the

current prospects in the UK and world economies, the
August issue o f the National Institute Economic Review

export market shown separately. Business Monitor
PI 17 contains employment figures and index numbers

contains articles on the flow of building societies’ 
funds and on relative labour costs in industrial coun-

o f production and wholesale prices for man-made fibres. tries. (Copies of the Review can be obtained from 2

Each title can be obtained by subscription from Her 3HE.)
Dean Trench Street, Smith Square, London SWIP

Majesty’s Stationery Office, PO Box 569, London
SEl 9NH at £1 per annum for P64 and PI 13 and at ‘Building societies’ behaviour, 1955-1970’, by C.

37^p per annum for the remainder. St. J. O’Herlihy and J. E, Spencer, presents a set of

Existing subscribers to P23, P64 and P76 will receive
structural equations which describe the determination

building
copies of the appropriate new Business Monitors for societies’ balance sheets (new deposits and withdrawals
the duration of their current subscriptions. and mortgage advances and repayments) and of the

two key interest rates over which the societies have

Statistics of trade unions and employers’ associations control (the rate o f interest offered on shares and
deposits, and the mortgage rate). The results, which

 ̂f  &st report published in July, the Chief Registrar appear good by the usual statistical criteria, indicate
of Trade Unions and Employers’ Associations details desirability o f considering deposits and with-
changes resulting from the reorganisation of the system 
of registration, including the implications for statistical 
data.

drawals separately rather than on the net basis implied
in the more common capital stock approach. They also
suggest that lags in adjustment to changes in the

The Chief Registrar o f Friendly Societies’ final report determining factors are quite long and that mortgage
on Trade Unions, published on 25 October 1971,
contained a historical account of the development of

rationing has had an important influence on the amount 
of funds advanced.

Annual statistical survey of t
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Labour costs and international competitiveness’, by its uses, and possible improvements to it. This article
lit||(jG. F. Ray, compares hourly labour costs in 1970 in 
thjl eighteen sectors of manufacturing industry in the 

United States, Canada, Japan, and fifteen Western 
European countries. It shows British costs to have been

>
^'’Pdab|(

P̂ blishedt
^  Possib,:

'̂ ‘11 be 
“'ended to

the year,
registereiil! 

^  be pro-
funds and a 

ure.

is followed by an Appendix entitled ‘Modelling a 
hypothetical region’. In this illustration the charac
teristics of a planning region are supplied and the way 
the data are used in the model is described. In a second 

consistently among the lowest (at 1970 rates of ex- article Miss E. Haran and Paul Sedgwick of the London
change), as hourly wages and earnings were only about Borough of Southwark describe the Central London
average by European standards, whereas social charges Land Use System (Cluster) which has been adopted by
were exceptionally small. Even in terms of national the planners of seven London Boroughs. This system
currencies wage earnings rose rather more slowly is concerned primarily with land use as it alfects
during the 1960’s in Great Britain than in other Western employment and is intended to assist planners by

lEuropean countries, and the disparity was increased by keeping records up to date and making readily available
the decline in the international value of the pound, accurate data on these subjects for areas of any size.

Research Memorandum 350, Surveys o f PersonalThe slow rise in productivity has meant even so that
wage costs per unit of output have increased relatively income in London is produced by the Department of 
quickly in the United Kingdom, and the adverse effects planning and Transportation and written by R. U. 
on competitiveness have contributed to the fall in the Redpath, M. G. Powell and Mrs. S. Kingaby. The 
United Kingdom’s share of world exports.

Annual statistical survey of the electronics industry
fThe annual statistical survey prepared by the National 
Economic Development Office for the Economic
Development Committee for the Electronics Industry 
provides a comprehensive collection of recent statistics 

the United Kingdom electronics industry. It con- 
[tains sections on:

Telecommunication equipment

«Dt trends and 
economies, the 
mornic Rem 
ding societies’ 
idustiial coun- 
)tained from 1 
.ondon SWIP

report discusses the four main sources of government 
statistics on incomes in the Greater London Council 
Area. Present coverage of these sources is compared 
with their planned future coverage and also with that of 
proposed new surveys. I
References
GLC Intelligence Unit Quarterly Bulletin No. 19 June 1972. Obtainable 
from the Information Centre, The County Hall, London, SEl 7PB (price 
50p postage extra).
Research Memorandum 350 Surveys o f Personal Income in London. Avail
able from Room S12A, County Hall, London SEl 7PB free of charge.
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Computers 
Components 
Consumer goods 
Capital equipment

and gives information on:
Production and sales 
Overseas trade 
Employment 
Earnings
Scientific research and development 
Investment

FITC Statistical Review and Mapbook
The Foundry Industry Training Committee has pub
lished its fourth Statistical Review for 1970-71. The 
Review contains details of the manpower structure of 
the industry, labour turnover, training (including off- 
the-job training), further education, instructors and 
training officers, and the age and length of service of 
employees in key occupations. Most of the above 
information is analysed by size of establishment and

The 1972 edition published in September includes region.
data up to and including 1971, and gives a complete 
guide to sources of further information.
Reference
Annual statistical survey of the electronics industry (HMSO) September 
1972 (Price 60p including postage).

Greater London Council publications

As a supplement to the Statistical Review the Com
mittee has also published Mapbook 1971, This shows 
the location of the industry geographically and accord
ing to Department of Employment employment ex
changes. The number of establishments or employees 
at a location is represented by a symbol within an out
line map. Included are maps showing the location of

1

Writing in the June Quarterly Bulletin of the Intel- different types of foundries, (e.g. iron foundries), 
ligence Unit, Greater London Council, W. Young of master patternshops, establishments which have opened 
the Strategy Branch ofthe Department of Planning and and closed, the location of establishments with em- 
Transportation describes how a linear programming ployees in key occupations, and the location of establish-
model can be applied to the problems of planning. ments supporting ofif-the-job training. Copies of either

His article ‘Planning -  a linear programming model’ publication can be obtained from the Information 
begins by identifying the activities involved in planning. Officer, Foundry Industry Training Committee, 50/54 
It then describes the Greater London Council model, Charlotte Street, London W1P2EL.
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GOVERNMENT STATISTICAL SERVICE

Reorganisation of the Central Statistical Office
Following new appointments at Deputy Director and
Assistant Director level, the organisation of the Central
Statistical Office has been rearranged from October 
1972. The Office will be divided into five divisions.
The Deputy Director (Mr. A. /. Boreham) will share
with the Director {Professor C, A. Moser) responsi
bility for all parts of the Office and will have one divi
sion reporting to him direct. The remaining four
divisions will report to the Assistant Directors, whilst
the International Section reports direct to the Director.

The CSO has two kinds of function. On the one hand
it produces major macro-economic statistics, including
national accounts, balance of payments statistics,
financial statistics, index of production, input-output
analysis and so forth. It is also deeply involved in 
social statistics. On the other hand, the CSO is re
sponsible for the management and co-ordination of the
Government Statistical Service (GSS) as a whole and
this is done through Committees and central manage
ment units concerned with GSS staffing, programme
development, survey control, classifications, inter
national relations, computers, research and special
studies, and publications and information. In many 
cases the two kinds of function of course inter-relate
closely.

The main feature of the new organisation is that the
responsibilities of the divisions are functionally more
homogeneous than in the previous structure. It also
reflects certain additional responsibilities on the CSO,
some of which will come from United Kingdom
accession to the European Communities. (The work
that this will cause will be substantial both for statistical
series compiled by the CSO and in the guidance and
assistance required by the rest of the GSS.) Some of
the former responsibilities of the Treasury on input-
output have been transferred to the CSO and, on
1 April 1973, the CSO will take over operational and
financial responsibility for the Treasury computer, the
activities of which will be jointly supervised by a CSO/
Treasury steering group.

The duties and senior staffing 
follows:

/. National Income and Expenditure Division 
This division reports to Mr J, W, S, Walton, 
Assistant Director, and will have three Chief 
Statisticians (of whom Mr J. Hibbert and Mr R, W,
Green are already in post). It is responsible for
national and public sector accounts, consumers
expenditure, consumer prices, capital formation
and stocks, balance of payments and financial
statistics.

19 .3 4

//. National Output, Employment and Prices 
Division

i» 0**This division reports to Mr A. A. Sorrell, Assistant The
Director, and has three Chief Statisticians, namely 
Mr R. M. Norton, Mr G. A. Dean and Dr S. I
Rosenbaum. It is responsible for index of produo i
tion, output estimates of gross domestic product, P  b̂er
business statistics, input-output (including the
former litheendofS«f!::.rofSwfpirectff
research and development, employment and prices 
(excluding consumer prices). This division will 
also be responsible for relations with the Business
Statistics Office and Mr Sorrell will be responsible; 
for internal management of the CSO.

I
le

ill. Management and Co-ordination Division, 
European Communities

ihe Harr)

This division reports to Mr S. F. James, Assistant
Director, and will have three Chief Statisticians
(of whom Mr D. Harris and Mr W. B. fVakefield i The
are already in post). It is responsible for Statistician

programme
planning, survey control, classifications, regional
statistics, distribution of income, research and
special studies, and academic liaison. It will have
the central responsibility for looking after the

iT radeafl^  1948.

.here he se^^^, ,  EcoO'

n 1946 when

Statistic Office. 
Board of Trade, l a «  

,d Industry, with iK iri 
.esponsibilities, has played a 
,f Satistics and in developm! 
rial and commerce infoima 
ears as Director Mr Staffoi

implications of membership of the European 
Communities for the work of the GSS. Two
former senior members of the GSS (Mr R, E.
Beales and Mr J. Stafford) will be attached to this
division as part-time consultants.

/v. Development, Computers and Communications 
Division
This division reports to Mr O, Nankivell, Assistant
Director, and includes Dr 7. Harding, Senior
Principal Scientific Officer, head of the Computer
and Data Systems Unit. The CSO’s Publications

Information
this division. However, the particular emphasis
in this, to a large extent, new division will be on

ifl organising the transition tx 
-hich largely reflected the o[ 
•aIc and tndav’s framework

accounts.
many spheres and for the
dustry and business. Morel
group of economists within
to a large extent even after ll
also in effect the economic
Presidents and Permanent S<

cametb
sale price statistics which n

development work and includes responsibility for
technical and methodological developments for
statistics in the CSO, and for its present work prog
rammes on leading indicators, revisions, variability,
and timeliness.

V . Social Statistics Division

approach; this broke new g 
weighting for the index 

be Census of Production

‘level nf "'ben we

system

acco

This
Deputy Director, and has two Chief Statisticians,

.“"i" fpii th, I
tion and

Mr R. E, Fry and Mrs M. NisseL It is responsible
for the co-ordination and development of social
statistics, for the publication Social Trends and
work on social indicators.
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yiusiness Statistics Office: telex service hire purchase business of retailers and of finance houses.
telex service has now been introduced at the Business In the industrial field the Census of Production was

Itatistics Office, Cardiff Road, Newport, Monmouth- being re-established after the war years, the first post
NITft I N r i war census covering the year 1948. There were con-

%
tinued improvements to the short-term production

(inc
>  H fr J. Stafford, CB

enquiries with major new quarterly inquiries covering

and
industry’s capital expenditure and stocks. The invest-

d the end of September 1972 Mr J. Stafford retired 
Prift l-om the post of Director of Statistics in the Department

ment intentions inquiry in which companies regularly

IS divisi’̂ 0 Wi if Trade and Industry (formerly Board of Trade) which

provide forecasts of their expected capital expenditure 
was launched in 1955.

1 since 1948.
0. {J Mr Stafford was a graduate of Manchester University

■here he served as Assistant Lecturer in Economics

The 1960’s saw the consolidation and improvement
of the earlier work and its extension in related fields.
The needs, however, of industry and Government for

D/v/ 930) and Lecturer in Economics (1934). He joined
information

Central
Committee

))irector in 1946 when Harry (later Sir Harry) Cam- 
Assistai lion, the then Director, was seconded to the United 

l̂̂ tisticiai iifations Statistical Office.

on the Government Statistical Services {Fourth Report 
from the Estimates Committee^ Session 1966-67
December 1966) a new approach to the system of

'for St , The Board of Trade, later the Department of Trade
atisticii I Industry, with its industrial, trade and economic 

oevelopmeii'

industrial statistics was worked out. Subsequently there
was the development of a new Business Statistics
Office out of the existing Board of Trade Census Office.

sponsibilities, has played a large part in the collection The new system, which is still being perfected, was
’ if statistics and in developing the framework of indus- described by Mr Stafford in the first issue of Statistical

research an commerce
O' Itwillhai fears as Director Mr Stafford has taken a major role

News 1.7.
Mr Stafford was a major participant in statisticalI* l 1 ---------------  ----------------- ------------  ^  --- ---  » f VXk/ W. ^  C U  V1 CAXl t  III  O t C l l  I  d  1 1 V C tl

g alter tii fe organising the transition between a statistical system discussion and policy making through the various
the Euro
le GSS. Tw

'hich largely reflected the operation of war-time con-
framework

5S (Mr R. i i)r the national accounts, for economic reporting in
ttached to tlii

committees etc. which link the statistician group in the 
Government service. He was also, through his at
tendance at international conferences of statistical

pany spheres and for the market intelligence of in- bodies, recognised throughout the world as a master of
Justry and business. Before the setting-up of a separate his craft.

oup of economists within the Board of Trade -  and
nmunications

Mr Stafford’s retirement will not be quite complete
a large extent even after that time -  Mr Stafford was for he will be acting as a part-time consultant in the

ivell, Assistad
Iso in effect the economic adviser to a succession of CSO, concentrating principally on survey control.

Permanent
rding, Senioi In the early 1950’s came the present system of whole- 
the Computfl jale price statistics which replaced the earlier pre-war 
i Publication Ipproach; this broke new ground in the way in which 
/ice belong t( jhe weighting for the index numbers was derived from

Ihe Census of Production anH it nrr̂ virî r̂i
DQ will be oJ
onsibilityf̂

e have in mind when we talk every day about the 
level of activity’ and the growth of the economy.

Deaths
Readers will learn with regret of the death of Mr R. L.
Brown, Chief Statistician on 9 August 1972. Mr
Brown headed the Research and Special Studies Unit

leflators for the construction of the constant price 
leries of the national accounts -  which are the series

in the Central Statistical Office.
It is also with regret that the death on 27 August

[opments 
it work pros’
15 varisbiliW

1972 is recorded of Mr W, D. Stedman-Jones, former
Central

Office.
Another

f  a comprehensive system of statistics in the distribu- Appointments and changes
ion and service field. The first step was the taking, in Central Statistical Office
951, of the first Census of Distribution. The monthly 
etail trade statistics which, established pre-war in a

Mr O. Nankivell, Deputy Director (Statistics) Econo-

5responsibly
:nt of
rrerds

imited field, had been taken over by the Board of Trade
mic Assessment Division, HM Treasury, transferred

in 1946, were put on a proper statistical foundation to
epresent the whole of retail trade and to make use of

to an Assistant Director (Under Secretary) post in the 
Central Statistical Office on 2 October 1972.

he benchmark data provided by the first Census of
istribution; these were followed by statistics of the

Mr A. A. Sorrell, Chief Statistician, was appointed
Assistant Director (Under Secretary) on 2 October 
1972.
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M r J, W. 5. Walton, Chief Statistician, was appointed
Assistant D irector (Under Secretary) on 2 October
1972.
M r G. A . Dean, Chief Statistician, H M  Treasury, has
transferred to a post at the same level in the Central 
Statistical Office.
M r R. M . Norton, Statistician, Department of Trade
and Industry has been prom oted to a Chief Statistician
post in the Central Statistical Office.

D epartment of Trade and Industry

M r D, C. Upton, Chief Statistician, H M  Treasury has
same

Departm ent o f Trade and Industry (EcS 2C).
M r  / .  M. Simmonds, Statistician, Head of Branch D
(EcS 3), has been prom oted Chief Statistician and is in
charge of Distribution Statistics, Business Statistics
Office, Newport in place o f M r H, E, Browning who
has retired.

H ome Office

As the result o f reorganisation in the Home Office, a
new Statistical Departm ent has been formed.
M r T. S, Lodge, CBE, D irector of Research and Statis
tics, will continue as Director o f Research.
M iss S. V, Cunliffe, Head o f the Home Office Research
Unit, was appointed Director o f Statistics (Assistant
Under Secretary of State) on 21 August 1972.
Dr C. M . Glennie has been prom oted to an additional
Chief Statistician post in the Statistical Department.

Office of Population Censuses and Surveys

M r M , Reed, CB has retired as Director and Registrar-
General and has been succeeded by M r  G. Paine,
Director o f Statistics and Intelligence, Board o f Inland
Revenue on prom otion to Deputy Secretary.
M r N  H , W, Davis, Statistician has been prom oted to a
new Chief Statistician post in the Population Statistics 
Division.

M r J . L . N icholson

M r Nicholson, Chief Economic Adviser to the D epart
ment o f Health and Social Security, has been appointed
to an Associate Professorship in Quantitative Econ
omics at Brunei University. This is a part-time appoint
ment which will involve the equivalent o f half a day a
week during term time.
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List of principal statistical series and publications 

Amendment list no. 2

Introductory note
It was stated in the CSO’s new guide, the List o f principal statistical series and publications (HMSO) May 1972 (price 47p)
that amendments and additions to the list would be summarised regularly in Statistical News so that users could keep their
copies up to date. The second list of amendments, covering the period from June to September is given below. The first
list of amendments appeared in the August 1972 issue of Statistical News\ a limited number of offprints are available and 
conies can be obtained from the Publications Unit. Central Stflti5;firi5l Tpif»nhr̂ n̂ > ni_oio c,,* cr»/i

Amendments to P art I. List of principal series
1

Social Statistics 
5. Housing

Note: The former publications. Housing Statistics, Great Britain and the Monthly Bulletin o f Construction
Statistics, have been replaced by a new quarterly publication. Housing and Construction Statistics. Consequen- 
tial amendments to the List are given below.

(a) New houses started, under construction and completed
Delete (in headings and notes) Housing Statistics, Great Britain', substitute Housing and Construction Statistics.
Add to note after quarterly entry: ‘A table of housing and construction ‘activity indicators’ (such as housing
starts and completions), quarterly series in index number form with a common base year, now appears in 
Housing and Construction Statistics^

(b) Stock of dwellings
(c) Improvement grants approved
(d) Slum clearance
(e) Loans for house purchase 

Delete Housing Statistics, Great Britain:
Substitute Housing and Construction Statistics

Labour
1. Employment

(c) Series for individual industries 
Add in heading ‘and quarterly’ after monthly.
Delete Monthly Bulletin o f Construction Statistics:
Substitute Housing and Construction Statistics.
2. Unemployment and vacancies 

(a) Unemployment
Penultimate line of notes: add after ‘school leavers’, ‘and adult students’.
3. Hours worked; industrial stoppages 

(c) Hours worked
heading: Delete ‘(1968 and 1970)’ (from the 1970 survey, an annual volume

4. Wages and earnings 
(e) New earnings survey

Amend end of last sentence of notes to read ‘volumes entitled New Earnings Survey'.

Production Industries

* ■ ^®°sus of Production and indexes of industrial production
(a) Census of Production

Second paragraph of the notes, add ‘The 1968 report is being issued in four volumes’.

2. Production of individual industries
(a) Short-term series

s^ond parapaph of notes, delete Monthly Bulletin o f Construction Statistics: substitute Hous-
(b) AnnuaTserles Amend beginning of second paragraph to read ‘Quarterly figures’

second line of notes: amend Digest o f Energy Statistics to read Digest o f United Kingdom Energy

Page
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3. Construction Statistics
(a) Value of output and production indices

Amend title to read ‘Value and indices of output’. Delete Monthly Bulletin o f Construction Statistics: Sub
stitute Housing and Construction Statistics, At the beginning of the note delete the bracket before the words 
in Great Britain. Insert bracket before the word ‘and’. After the word ‘and’ insert the words ‘annual value 
in’ so that sentence reads ‘The quarterly value of work done in Great Britain (and annual value in Northern 
Ireland separately) by contractors . . .  Delete the third sentence. Amend the start of the next sentence to 
read ‘Output indices by type of work at constant prices, seasonally adjusted . . .  Amend the penultimate 
sentence to read ‘Results are published annually in Housing and Construction Statistics', Amend the end of 
the last sentence to read ‘regional analyses are also published’.
4. Orders on hand 

(b) Construction
In the heading, amend ‘monthly and quarterly’ to ‘read ‘quarterly and annual’. Delete Monthly Bulletin o f 
Construction Statistics; Substitute Housing and Construction Statistics. In the first sentence of the notes, amend 
‘(monthly)’ to read ‘(quarterly)’; amend ‘(quarterly)’ to read ‘(annually)’. Amend the second sentence to read, 
‘Quarterly figures for Great Britain are also given by region and indices are given at constant prices, season
ally adjusted’.

Distribution and Other Services
2. Retail sales and turnover 

(a) Retail trade
In the second sentence of the note, after ‘(1966) census of distribution and’ insert ‘were rebased on the final 
results in October 1972. They’ so that entry reads ‘The estimates project in index number form the results of 
the latest (1966) census of distribution and were rebased on the final results in October 1972. They are shown 
separately fo r . . . ’

Prices
1. Wholesale and retail prices

(a) Index numbers of wholesale prices
In the final paragraph of the note delete Monthly Bulletin o f Construction Statistics, Substitute Housing and 
Construction Statistics, Amend ‘monthly index numbers’ to read ‘quarterly index numbers’.

(d) Index of new house prices
Delete Monthly Bulletin o f Construction Statistics. Substitute Housing and Construction Statistics,

National Income and Expenditure
2. Current expenditure

(c) Family expenditure surveys
Third line of notes, delete ‘(for two-year periods)’. Fifth line: delete ‘N. Ireland Government’; substitute 
‘Economic section of the Ministry of Finance.’
3. Fixed investment

(b) Fixed capital expenditure in manufacturing industry
In the first sentence of the note, after the words ‘panel of’ insert ‘predominantly’.

(c) Fixed capital expenditure in the shipping, distribution and service industries.
In the first sentence of the second paragraph of the note after ‘results are’ insert ‘usually’ so that entry reads;— 
‘Annual figures are collected from a larger sample of firms and results are usually published in Trade and In
dustry each year around April’.

(d) Industrial building
Delete entry. (Series discontinued; see note on page 19.29 of this issue of Statistical News),
4. Stocks

(e) Commodity stocks
In the second sentence of the notes delete ‘Monthly’. Substitute ‘Quarterly’. Delete Monthly Bulletin o f Con
struction Statistics, Substitute Housing and Construction Statistics. Alter final title to read ^Digest o f United 
Kingdom Energy Statistics'.
5. Investment intentions

(a) Manufacturing, shipping, distribution and other service industries.
In the first line of the note delete ‘sample’ and substitute ‘panel’ so that the phrase reads ‘much the same panel 
of companies as . . .  ’. In the third line of note delete ‘twelve’ and substitute ‘fourteen’. Amend the end of the 
line to read ‘ . . .  in question, two main’. In the fourth line of note delete ‘the summer and at the end of’ so 
that the entry reads:— ‘a preliminary inquiry about fourteen months before the beginning of the year in 
question, two main inquiries in the preceding year, and the final inquiry in the summer of the year concerned’. 
In the final sentence insert ‘Estimates of’ before ‘percentage . . .  ’ .

(b) Building: local authority design work.
Delete Monthly Bulletin o f Construction Statistics. Substitute Housing and Construction Statistics.
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Page

4. Banking
(e) Bank advances

At the end of the note insert: ‘Seasonally adjusted figures of quarterly changes in advances to each industry 
group appear in Financial Statistics and the Bank o f England Bulletin".

V Amendments to Part U. List of Publications

L Page 28
I Agricultural Statistics, Scotland

Delete 90p (1970). Substitute £M 0 (1971) 
Annual Statistical Survey of the Electronics Industr;

Delete ( )̂ Free. Substitute 50p (August 1972) 
Annual Statistics for the Corporation 

Delete (1970). Substitute (1971)

' f• r;

ie

page 29
British Labour Statistics: Year Book 
! Delete £6*50 (1969). Substitute £7*20 (1970)
Business Monitors: Production series 
Chemicals and Allied Industries

P 58 Delete Pesticides and allied products. Substitute Formulated pesticides etc.
Vlechanical Engineering

Amend title of P 47 to read Construction and earth moving equipment. Delete entries for monitors 
P 70 Cranes, P 3 Industrial trucks and tractors, P 76 Numerically controlled metal-working machine tools. 
Amend title of P 13 to read Industrial engines 
Amend title of P 27 to read Mechanical handling equipment 
Add following new series:
P 135 Food and drink processing and packaging and bottling machinery 
P 134 Scales and weighing machinery and portable power tools

f
Page 30
Vehicles

P 30 Add to title ‘caravans and freight containers’.
’extiles

Add following new series:
P 131 Canvas goods, sacks and other made-up textiles 

! P 117 Production of man-made fibres

Quarterly
Quarterly

Quarterly
Quarterly

r ' i
1 -1 

I 4

• •5

. I
• . I

'  tf

'age 31
Children in care in England and Wales

Delete 15p (March 1970). Substitute 16p (March 1971). Delete Home Office. Substitute Department 
j: of Health and Social Security

j ^Criminal Statistics, England and Wales
Delete £1*90 (1970). Substitute £2-05 (1971)

Department of Health and Social Security Annual Report 
Delete £2*80 (1970). Substitute £2-85 (1971)

Digest of Energy Statistics
Amend title to read Digest o f United Kingdom Energy Statistics 
Delete £3 (1971). Substitute £3-50 (1972)

Page 32
Digest of Welsh Statistics

Delete £M 0 (1970). Substitute £1*95 (1971) 
Education Statistics for the United Kingdom

Delete £1-50 (1969). Substitute £1-75 (1970) 
Family Expenditure Survey, Report

Delete £2-30 (1970). Substitute £2-40 (1971) 
Health Services in Scotland, Reports

Delete 95p (1970). Substitute £1*20 (1971)
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Housing statistics, Great Britain
Delete Title and price. Substitute Housing and Construction Statistics 75p 
Add further page references 7,10,11,15,17, 18.

Insurance Business Statistics
Delete £13 (Sept 1966-Aug 1968). Substitute £15 (Sept 1968-Aug 1969) 
Delete Biennial. Substitute Annual 

Judicial Statistics, Scotland, Civil Judicial Statistics 
Delete 30p (1970). Substitute 32p (1971)

Page 33
Local Housing Statistics, England and Wales 

Delete 85p. Substitute (Priced individually)
Monthly Bulletin of Construction Statistics

Delete entry
National Income and Expenditure

Delete 75p (1971). Substitute 85p (1972)
New earnings survey

Delete £2-80 (1970). Substitute £3*00 (1971)
Offences of drunkenness

Delete 12Jp (1970). Substitute 8p (1971)
Offences relating to motor vehicles, return 

Delete 90p (1970). Substitute 61p (1971)
Output and Utilization of Farm Produce in the United Kingdom

Delete 17p (1964/65 to 1969/70). Substitute 50p (1964/65 to 1970/71) 
Post OflSce Report and Accounts

Delete 1970-71. Substitute 1971-72 
Prisons in Scotland, Report

Delete 54p (1970). Substitute 61p (1971)
Quarterly Return, The Registrar GeneraTs (Northern Ireland)

Delete 17ip. Substitute 18Jp

Page 34
Report of the Chief Registrar of Friendly Societies 

Part 2 Building Societies 
Delete 50p. Substitute 60p (1971)
Part 3 Industrial and Provident Societies 
Delete 45p. Substitute 54p (1971)

Report on Hospital in-patient enquiry
P a r t i  Delete £2-10 (1968). Substitute £2-50 (1969)
Preliminary Tables
Delete 42p (1969). Substitute 34p (1970)

Report on the administration of Home OflSce services. Northern Ireland 
Delete 75p (1969). Substitute 85p (1970)

Report on the Census of Production (Northern Ireland)
After T968 Vol 2 (Food, drink and tobacco, engineering) 70p’, add Vol 3 (Textiles and clothin 

Report on the work of the Prison Department 
Delete 65p (1970). Substitute 73p (1971)

Scottish Economic Bulletin
Delete 30p. Substitute 39p 

Scottish Educational Statistics
Delete £2-40 (1970). Substitute £2-85 (1971)

Scottish Health Statistics
Delete £5*50 (1969). Substitute £2-00 (1970)

Page 35
Statistics of Education 
Volume 1 Schools

Delete £1*70 (1970). Substitute £1*75 (1971)

United Kingdom Balance of Payments 
Delete (1971). Substitute (1972).
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t The index to Statistical News covers the last nine issues. Page numbers are prefixed by the issue number e.g. 
1 11.31 signifies issue number 11, page 31.

I Generally speaking articles relating to United Kingdom, Great Britain, England and Wales or covering several 
i geographical groups are not indexed under these groups, but topics with a significant regional interest are 

indicated e.g. regional earnings. Articles and notes dealing particularly with Scottish statistics are indexed 
4 under ‘Scotland’ as well as the topic, e.g. ‘Scotland, population projections’, and similarly for Wales and Northern 
Ireland.

The following conventions have been observed in printing this index; references to items appearing in articles 
are shown by (A); italics are used for the titles o f published books or papers.

I /

abortions, 13.26, 17.21

accidents, road, 12.24
acquisitions and mergers, 14.16
actuarial services, official, new organisation, 11,38
agricultural census, England and Wales, reshaping the, 

19.14(A)
agricultural industry Annual Review^ 13.23
agricultural property 

capital investment, 11.31 
expenses, 11.31 
outgoings, 11.31

agricultural wages, 11.32
agriculture 

aerial spraying, 16.25 
egg yield survey, 14.13
Farm Classification in England and Wales, 16.25 
farm finance, 14.12
food marketing trends in the UK, 18.7 (A) 
harmonised accounts for net output and farming 

net income, 13.23, 15.19
leasuring self-sufficiency for food and drink, 16.25 

new statistics, 13.23 
Northern Ireland, 12.24 
output estimates, 12.23, 15.19 
Scotland, 17.27
statistics of wages and earnings, 11.32 
use o f contracts, 16.26

aid to developing countries, 11.7 (A), 12.27, 14.15, 
16.27

air transport growth, 13.23
airline financial statistics, 12.25 
Annual Abstract o f Statistics, 13.29 
average earnings, index of, 15.16

baking industry, pay, 11.35 
balance o f payments 

current balance, 11.4 (A)
effect o f changes in exchange rates, 16.27
in inter-war period, 19.30
invisible earnings, 11.4 (A)
new presentation, 11.34
official borrowing, 13.24
official lending, 13.24
overseas sterling area, 11.35, 17.27
seasonal adjustments, 11.35
total currency flow, 11.4 (A)
UK external assets and liabilities, 14.13 
visible balance, 12.26

Bank o f England Statistical Abstract, 12.29 
births

by parents’ birthplace, 12.17 
in England and Wales, 13.18

Bolton Report, 11.16(A), 17.32, 18.16(A)
Britain and International Tourism, 17.30
British Aid Statistics, 11.7 (A), 16.27
British Labour Statistics:

Year Book 1969, 16.20 
Year Book 1970, 19.23

building 
industrial, 19.29 
materials, 19.29

Business Monitor series, 11.28, 12.21, 12.29, 
14.15, 15.22, 16.31, 17.29, 18.30, 19.31

Business Statistics

13.28.

Office, 11.37, 11.38, 13.1 (A), 13.30, 14.18, 15.23, 
18.19(A)
telex service, 19.35 

Users Conference, 12.31, 18.35
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cancer incidence, 17.20
capital consumption estimates, 15.21
car ownership, growth, 13.30
car registrations, seasonal adjustment, 11.34
catering trades, 1969 enquiry, 15.8(A)

Census
for 1966, 14.11, 19.25
for 1971, 12.22, 15.19, 16.11(A)

Census of employment, 13.21, 17.24
Census of Population

census tests, 19.20
future, 16.4 (A)

Census o f  Population 1966
Economic Activity Sub-Regional Tables, 11.24, 12.17
Scientific and Technological Qualifications

Tables, 13.18
Census o f Population 1971

adjustment for underenumeration, 16.17
county reports, 16.16, 17.19
data collections and processing methods, 12.13(A), 

16.16
England and Wales, Preliminary Report, 14.3
qualified manpower survey, 18.25
Scotland, Preliminary Report, 13.19, 14.3, 16.17, 

17.19
Scotland, preliminary evaluation of coverage, 19.21
voluntary incomes survey, 18.24

Census
for 1968, 13.31, 15.17, 16.22, 17.25, 18.28, 19.25
for 1970, 14.8, 16.22
post-census survey 1970, 17.7(A)

Census

central government current expenditure, commodity
analysis, 15.22

Central
automatic data processing (ADP), 11.38, 15.4 (A)
macro-economic data bank, 15.4 (A)
reorganisation of, 19.34

Cheshire, Abstract of Statistics, 17.32
civil aviation, 13.23
Civil Service

management studies, 13.27
manpower planning, 16.9(A)
sickness absence survey, 11.10(A), 13.27, 18.25
staff records, 13.21, 13.27
statistics, 12.31, 13.27, 16.9(A)
structure, 13.27

CODOT, 18.27, 19.25

Commonwealth immigrants, 12.17

19.42

computers
BSO, Newport, 11.38
Civil Service staff records, 13.21, 13.27
facilities in HM Treasury, 11.1 (A)
Integrated Statistical Information System (ISIS) 

16.14(A)
seminar on population data and use of, 16.30

Conference of African Statisticians, 16.29
Conference o f Asian Statisticians, 12.27

Commonwealth
Conference of European Statisticians, 14.14
confidentiality, 13.30
constant price estimates, rebasing, 16.33
construction industry

CITB annual levy enquiry, 16.26
review of statistics, 14.10, 15.6(A)

Consumer
contract cleaning workers, 13.25
costs, labour, 12.20, 15.17, 16.21
Council of Europe

meeting on demographic projections, 13.26
Second Population Conference, 13.25

criminal statistics, offences involving firearms, 13.27
Customs and Excise Annual Report, 12.28, 16.32

data bank
CSO, 15.4(A), 17.31
ICC, 15.22

deaths
by deceased’s birthplace, 12.17
by occupation, 16.17
classification by cause, 13.18

Distribution, Census of
for 1966, 14.11, 19.25
for 1971, 12.22, 15.19, 16.11(A)

doctors and dentists, remuneration, 18.31

earnings
agricultural workers, 11 
dental profession, 18.31

service
medical profession, 18.31
new survey, 12.18, 12.19, 16.21, 19.24
probation officers and social workers, 19.25
qualified manpower, 12.19
regional, 11.26, 15.17
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Economic Activity Sub-regional Tables, 11.24, 12.17
economic statistics

New Contributions, 17,28
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3-27 Economic Statistics Collections^ 12.30, 18.21 (A), 18.34 finance houses, 12.29, 13.28
Economic Trends  ̂changes in content, 12.26,13.24,15.21 Financial Statistics

\
education

|| curricula in secondary schools, 14.6

I S
27

12.16
' 14.14

33

13.26
.5
rearms, 13 
1.28, 16.32

II

19.25

1 .24, 12' 1’

Northern Ireland, 13.20, 14.6, 16.32, 17.30
planning models, 11.36
teacher deployment, 14.6

Education  ̂Statistics ofy 12.29
Special Series No. 4, 14.6

Educational
18.31

j; electoral register, sampling from, 18.25
\ electricity supply industry

annual
publications, 11,29
sales, 11.30
standard statistical review periods, 14.10

t

electronics, industry, annual statistical survey, 19.33
employment

census, 13.21, 17.24
turnover,

statisticians in, 18.34
sub-regional, 11.26

employment vacancies, seasonally adjusted
series, 17.24

Energy Statistics^ Digest ofy 15.18, 19.27
engineering

industries, sales and orders, monthly inquiry, 17.26
qualified manpower, 14.6

equal pay, 19.24
Community

of Officials of the Statistical Office, 16.29
exports

'

new system for recording, 15.20
preliminary estimates, 12.26

FITC
Statistical Review, 15,24, 19.33
Mapbook, 19.33

Facts in Focus, 17.28

1

Family Expenditure Survey
preliminary

Family Expenditure Survey
1968 Report, 15.14
7959 Report, 15.14
1970 Report, 14.16, 15.14
1971 Report, 19.31

family income supplement, 15.14, 17.21
Family Intentions, 16.18
farm
farms

1 finance, 14.12
rents, 11.30, 17.27
Scottish, 17.27

j . —

changes in content, 12.27, 16.29, 17.27
firearms in crime, 13.27
fire service, inquiry into work of, 16.22
Fletton brick industry, pay, 11.35
floorspace, 17.24, 18.26
flow of funds accounting, 18.33 
food

cost o f processing and distributing, 16.25
marketing trends in the UK, 18.7 (A)
sources o f supply, 19.29

food and agriculture, self sufficiency, 16.25
food and feeding stuffs, sources o f supply, 19.29
food consumption

levels in the United Kingdom, 11.30, 13.23, 
19.29

14.12,

preliminary estimates, 17.27
Food Facts, 19.29
Food Survey, National, 12.22, 16.24
forecasting

car ownership, 13.30
computerised industrial, 16.24
colliery profitability, 11.13 (A)
economic, 11.1 (A)
floorspace, 11.38
retail expenditure, 11.38

form filling
burden on small firms, 11.16 (A), 17.32, 18.16 (A)
reduction in, 12.31, 13.22

garages, 13.24
gas industry statistics, 11.28, 19.28
General Household Survey, 16.7 (A)

Actuary
Government Economic Service

Occasional Papers, 17.30
Government Statistical Service
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18.16(A)
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information for politicians, 12.9 (A) r

reorganisation of Central Statistical Office, 19.34
reorganisation in the Department o f Trade and \

t »

Industry, 14.17
reorganisation of Ministry o f Health and Social

Services, Northern Ireland, 16.33
Statistical Liaison Committee, 13.30
transfer of statistical responsibilities, 12.32

Government Statistics for Industry, 15.23 
Greater London Council

Quarterly Bulletin, 11.38, 15.24, 17.31, 18.33, 19.33
Research Reports, 13.29, 13.30, 15.24, 19.33
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Greater London Council area.
employment, 11.38
land use, 18.33, 19.33
population, 11.38
road accident statistics, computensed system, 18.33
social statistics, 17.31
standard statistical sectors, 15.25
surveys o f personal income, 19.33
town planning, 17.32, 19.33

gross domestic product, preliminary estimates.
output based, 18.30

hairdressers, ending of monthly turnover inquiry, 16.35
Handicapped and Impaired in Great Britain^ 14.1 (A), 

14.4
Health and Social Security, Department of

Annual Report for 1970, 15.13
Annual Report for 1971, 19.23
incapacity statistics, 19.22
retirement pension and widows benefits, 19.23
social security research, 12.18, 17.21

Health Statistics for England and Wales,
Annual Digest, 12.29, 13.26

health visitors, 15.24
Highway Statistics, 16.27
Horticulture in Britain, 12.24
hospital building, 13.26
hospital in-patient enquiry, 17.20, 19.23
hours o f work, overtime and shiftworking, 13.24
house condition surveys, 18.26, 19.31
households, projected numbers, 11.24, 13.20, 17.19
housing

improvement grants, 11.25
Northern Ireland, 17.23
private enterprise, 11.25, 16.26
progress, 11.25
slum clearance, 11.25
surveys, 15.20, 17.23, 18.26, 19.31

Housing and Construction Statistics, 17.30, 19.29, 19.31

incapacity
certificates of, 12.17, 15.13, 15.14, 19.22
estimates of, 15.13, 18.25
regional statistics, 13.19

incomes, voluntary survey, 1971 census, 18.24
Income Surveys, 16.32, 17.1(A)
income taxes outside the United Kingdom, 17.31
industrial building, 19.29
industrial production, index for Wales, 11.28
Industrial Production, Index of, 15.1 (A)

historical series, 18.27

19.44

industrial statistics
development of, 13.1 (A)
quarterly sales enquiries, 11.27, 19.10 (A) 
regional talks on new system, 16.23
re-organisation, 11.27, 12.20, 13.22, 14.8,

15.1 (A), 15.17, 16.22, 17.26, 18.28,19.26
statistical and computing aspects of quarterly sales

enquiry, 19.10 (A)
UN

Infofair, 16.35
Inland Revenue statistics, 12.28, 16.32
input-output

analysis 1963, 11.27
analysis 1968, 11.27
comparable tables for 1954 and 1963, 14.8
development of, 12.1 (A)

Insurance Business Statistics, 14.16
Integrated Statistical Information System (ISIS),

16.14 (A)
international comparisons

sickness absence, 18.25
taxes and social security contributions, 19.31

Centre
International Standard Industrial Classification, 15.23, 

15.24
investment

overseas, 11.7 (A)
plant and machinery, 15.22

invisible earnings, monthly assessment, 11.4(A)

Journal o f the Royal Statistical Society, 12.31, 17.31

KOS, 18.27, 19.25

labour
costs, 12.20, 15.17, 16.21
regional projections o f supply, 17.24
statistics, historical, 13.26
turnover, 18.2' 

Labour Statistics
Year Book 1969, 16.20
Year Book 1970, 19.23

survey
laundries and dry cleaners, ending of monthly turnover

inquiry.
dry

information
List o f Principal Statistical Series

and Publications, 17.28
amendments

low income families, 15.14, 18.25
circumstances
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medical tables, 17.21

relative price effect, 18.12
seasonal adjustments, 11.
snapshot moments, 19.30
Statistical surveys, 13.60
variability problems, 18.]

migration
International Passenger I 
population, 15.12 

f models
education and training,
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5,19.31

fixation, 15.H

1.4(A)

2.31,17.31

manpower
civil service, 16.9 (A) 
fire service, 16.22 
librarians, census of, 17.25 
models, 11.36 
planning, 16.9 (A)
probation officers and social workers, 19.25 
qualified, Census 1966, 13.21, 15.16 
qualified, earnings of, 12.19 
qualified, follow-up survey, 1971 Census, 18.25 

: qualified, statistical sources, 17.11(A) 
scientific and technological, 14.6 
statisticians in employment, 18.34 

manufacturing industry, new monthly index of wages 
and salaries, 14.7

i marketing, food, trends in the UK, 18.7 (A)
' medical statistics

cancer incidence, 17.20 
hospital in-patient enquiry, 17.20, 19.23 
medical tables, 17.21

mentally handicapped patients in hospital, census of, 
19.23

methodology 
measuring reliability, 18.30 
relative price effect, 18.12 (A)
seasonal adjustments, 11.34, 11.35, 13.24, 14.7, 17.24 
snapshot moments, 19.30 
statistical surveys, 13,6 (A)

. variability problems, 18.30 
migration

International Passenger Survey, 15.12 
I population, 15.12 
models

education and training, 11.36 
’ manpower, 11.36
: money stock (supply) 12.26, 16.29, 17.27 
[Monthly Digest o f Statistics, 12.29, 13.29
I mortality by occupation, 16.17 
I motor industry statistics, 13.28

form, 18.29

i I national accounts
^nstant price estimates rebasing on 1970, 16.33 
improving the accuracy of GNP, 18.1 (A) 

vef national and sector balance sheets, 14.14

' f t .  1’^

bread prices, 11.35 
coal prices, 11.35 
contract cleaning workers, 13.25 
Fletton brick industry, pay, 11.35 
garages, 13.24
hours of work, overtime and shiftworking, 13.24 
laundry and dry cleaning workers, oav. 13

low-paid workers, circumstances of, 13.25 
NHS ancillary workers’ pay, 13.25 
solicitors, remuneration of, 13.25 
statistical surveys, methodology, 13.6 (A) 
water supply industry, pay, 11.35 

National Coal Board 
Annual Report, 11.28, 19.27 
colliery profitability, 11.13 (A)

National Food Survey, 12.22, 16.24
National Health Service, ancillary workers’ pay, 13.25
National Income and Expenditure, 1971, 15.21
National Income and Expenditure, percentages derived 

from, 15.21, 19.30
National Institute Economic Review, 11.37, 12.30, 14 17 

16.32, 18.32, 19.32
New Earnings Survey 1970, 12.18, 15.16 
New Earnings Survey 1971, 12.19, 16.21, 19.24 
North Atlantic Treaty Organisation 

Advanced Study Institute, 11.36 
Manpower Conference, 11.36 

Northern Ireland 
agriculture, 12.24
Census of Production for 1968, 19.27 
education, 13.20, 14.6, 16.32, 17.30 
family expenditure survey, 12.28 
housing, 17.23
reorganisation of Ministry o f Health and Social 

Services, 16.33
survey of general practice, 18.31 
survey of labour costs, 12.20

f
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OECD countries 
aid statistics, 12.27, 14.15 
financial statistics, 14.16 

occupational pension schemes, 15.15 
occupations, classification of, 12.17, 18.27, 19.25 
official statistics

economic statistics, 17.31
guide to, 14.15, 17.28, 18.37
use of, in firms, 17.5 (A), 17.7 (A)

Organisation of Professional Users of Statistics, 17.32 
output

based gdp preliminary estimates, 18.30 
measurement, 18.32
measurement for public services, 16.20 
per head, 12.5 (A) 
service sector changes, 18.32 
use of net output statistics, 12.5 (A) 

overseas aid, 11.7(A), 14.15, 16.27 
overseas sterling area, 11.35, 12.27, 17.27 
overseas trade, published sources, 13.28
Overseas Trade Statistics o f the United Kingdom, 13.29 
overseas travel, 13.28
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Parliament, Members’ salaries review, 16.21
pensions 

invalidity, 16.19
occupational, 15.15
retirement, 19.23
war, 12.18
widows, 19.23

planning
in London, 17.32, 19.33
long range, 16.24

politicians, official statistics for, 12.9 (A)
population

Census
census reports -  see Census o f Population
census tests, October 1972, 19.20
changes, 11.24

Censuses
mid-1971, 16.17
mid-1971 projections, 18.24, 19.20
projections, 11.24,14.3,14.4
Projections Booklet^ 19.20
regional sub-divisions, 11.24
seminar

ports, unit transport, 12,25
pound, internal purchasing power of, 13.14 (A)

indices
regional, retail, 15.21
wholesale, and value added tax, 19.30

prices
bread, 11.35
coal, 11.35
grain, 11.33
seasonal variations in retail prices, 16.28

prices and earnings 1951-69
econometric assessment, 13,21

Principal Statistical Series and Publications, List c»/, 17.28
amendments, 18.37, 19.37

probation officers and social workers, work and pay, 
19.25

Census
for 1968, 13.31, 15.17, 16.22, 17.25, 18.28, 19.25
for 1970, 14.8, 16.22
post-census survey 1970, 17.7(A)

Profit from Facts, 15.23, 17.5(A)
public expenditure

plans, 13.29
relative price effect in, 18.12 (A)

public services, research project on output measurement
for, 16.20

qualified manpower
Census
earnings
follow-up survey, 1971 census, 18.25
statistical sources, 17.11(A)

19.46
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rebasing
constant price estimates in 1970, 16.33
indices of rates of wages and normal hours, 
retail sales index, 19.25

19.24

00ft

15'>\

refuse disposal, 14.5
Regional Statistics, Abstract of, 16.31
regions

earnings, 11.26, 15.17
Economic Activity Tables, 11.24, 12.17
employee activity rates, 13.21
employment by sub-divisions, 11.26
house condition surveys, 17.23
incapacity statistics, 13.19
labour supply projections, 17.24
population changes, 11.24
population projections, 11.24
retail prices indices, 15.21

relative price effect, in public expenditure, 18.12 (A)
Rent Acts, report of Francis Committee, 13.19
rent tribunal cases, 13.19
rents, farms, 11.30, 17.27
Report on Overseas Trade, end of publication, 13.28
research and development expenditure, 12.22
reserve ratios, 16.29
retail prices index
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êtables.,1 24,15.12

tes 16.1^

„ionalmo^l‘
population, 1969,13.19
Jlulation, 1971
lu la tio n  projections ‘
L a t io n  projections to 2 
preltoinary eovaluation o

measure of internal purchasing power, 13.14 (A)
regional population estinic

seasonal variations, 16.28
retail prices indices, regional, 15.21
retail sales, index, rebasing, 19.25

projections to 1991,19,
school-leavers sun-ey, 11.2
secondary schools -  staffini
teachers, 11.25

retirement pension, 19.23 M jA Abstract o f  Statistic:
Review Body on doctors’ and dentists’ remuneration, I Msh Economic Bulletin 1

18.31
Review Body on Top Salaries

Saltish Statistics^ Digest o f

interim report, 18.31
Ministers of the Crown and Members of Parliament,

seasonal adjustments
balance of p a p e n ts , !  1.3,

16.21
car registrations, 11.34

revised figures (policy), 16.1 (A) employment vacancies, 1 7

Road Accidents, 12.24
computerised system of London statistics, 18.33

road goods transport, 1967/68 survey, 16.26

overseas trade figures,
oocmployraent, 14.7 17.2*

road traffic censuses, 15.20

Safety and health at work, 19.22
salaries

index of, 17.25

variations, retail pr  
““'p it  changes, 18.3

o f m
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injur
Members of Parliament, 16.21
review body on top, interim report, 18.31

sample surveys in local authority areas, 15.15
sampling from electoral register, 18.25 
samnline methods, as used in survey

an7“”̂
ChaseJ'*2,16,19

14.1 (A)
curricula

"I*-"*Or ben.fi,
15,13

science, qualified manpower, 14.6
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Scotland
Annual Report o f Registrar General, 12.17, 13.19, 

15.12, 16.18, 19.22

Social Science Research Council 
Social Statistics Users Conference, 16.34 
Statistics Users Conference, 12.31, 14.18

births, by parents’ country of birth, 15.12, 16.18, social security

17

18.12(A)
13.19

ication, I3.M 
, 12.22

17.20
Census, 1971, 13.19, 14.3, 16.17, 17.19, 18.25, 19.21 
changes in rural employment, 17.27 
deaths by cause, 14.4
deaths by deceased’s country of birth, 17.20 
education, 11.25
Educational Statistics^ 11.25, 15.12, 17.34, 18.31
farm rents and land values, 17.27
life tables, 13.19
local elections, 11.24, 15.12
mid-1971 estimates, 16.18

attendance allowance, 16.19, 17.22 
hostels, lodging houses, and their users, 17.22 
homeless single persons, 17.22 
invalidity benefit, 16.19 
research, 12.18, 17.21 
reception centre users, 16.20 
statistical and research report series, 17.22 

Social Statistics Users Conference, 16.34 
Social Trends, 12.28, 16.30 
solicitors, remuneration of, 13.25 
Standard Industrial Classification, 15.24

migration, 11.24, 12.17, 13.19, 15.12, 16.18, 17.20, standard statistical sectors for Greater London, 15.25

er. 13.14(A)

18.25, 19.22
mobility of farm workers, 17.27 
occupational mortality, 11.24 
population, 1969, 13.19 
population, 1971 estimates, 17.20 
population projections to 2001, 14.4 
population projections to 2011, 18.25 
preliminary envaluation of coverage, 1971 Census, 

19.21
regional population estimates mid-1971 and 

projections to 1991, 19.22 
school-leavers survey, 11.25 
secondary schools -  staffing survey, 17.34 
teachers, 11.25

Scottish Abstract o f Statistics, 14.16 
s’reinuneratifli| Scottish Economic Bulletin, 14.16

Scottish Statistics, Digest of, 14.16 
seasonal adjustments 

balance of payments, 11.35 
of Parliarnei| car registrations, 11.34

employment vacancies, 17.24 
overseas trade figures, 13.24 
unemployment, 14.7, 17.24, 19.24 

tistics, 18-33 I seasonal variations, retail price index, 16.28

■s

16.26

18.31
15.15

0fb a o dicapP^
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service output changes, 18.32
service trades, ending of monthly turnover inquiries, 

16.35
shipping movements, 12.25
sick pay schemes, 15.15
sickness, invalidity and injury 

absence, international comparisons, 18.25 
attendance allowance, 16.19, 17.22 
benefits, 15.13, 16.19
Civil Service absence survey, 11.10 (A), 13.27, 18.25 
claims for benefits, 15.13
estimates of numbers incapacitated, 15.13, 18.25 
survey into sickness and disability, 17.21 

I slum clearance, 11.25

Statistical Series and Publications, List o f  Principal, 
17.28
amendments, 18.37, 19.37 

statistical sources, 12.30, 17.11(A) 
statistical surveys, methodology, 13.6 (A) 
statisticians in employment, 18.34 
statistics library, Warwick University, 18.35 
Statistics o f  Science and Technology, 11.37 
Statistics Users 

Business, Conference, 18.35 
Conference, 12.31, 14.18 
Organisation of Professional, 17.32 
Social, Conference, 16.34 

sub-regions, economic activity tables, 12.17 
supplementary benefits 

reception centre users, 16.20 
sick and disabled men receiving, 17.21 
unemployed, 17.22

taxes and social security contributions, international 
comparisons, 19.31 

taxes and subsidies, 11.35 
teachers deployment in secondary schools, 14.6 
Technological Manpower, Studies in, 14.6 
technology, qualified manpower, 14.6 
tenants, survey of, 13.19 
Tourism, Britain and International, 17.30 
Trade and Industry, 13.29
Trade Unions and Employers Associations, Report o f the 

Chief Registrar of, 19.32 
transport, statistical publications, 12.25

UNCTAD, insurance statistics, 12.27 
unemployment 

coloured workers, 15.16 
seasonal adjustments, 14.7, 15.16, 17.24, 19.24 
statistics, 19.24
supplementary benefits for, 17.22
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unit transport, 12.25
United Kingdom in Figures  ̂ 18.30
United Nations

Growth of World Industry  ̂ 13.30
Statistical Commission, 16th Session, 11.36

United States
improving the accuracy of GNP, 18.1 (A)
strengthening Federal statistics, 11.35

Universities, Statistical Record, 19.17 (A)
University, Warwick Statistics library, 18.35

value added tax (VAT), 19.1 (A)
index numbers of wholesale prices, 19.30

vital statistics, 12.17, 13.18, 15.12

wages, indices of rates of, and normal hours, rebasing, 
19.24

wages and salaries
Blue Book estimates, 14.14
index of average earnings, 15.16

salaries
new monthly series for manufacturing sector, 14.7 

Wales
index of production, 11.28

Warwick
water supply industry, pay, 11.35
wholesale prices

numbers
widows benefits, 19.23
working population, projections, 15.16
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STUDIES IN OFFICIAL STATISTICS NO. 20

—an important new reference book for all statistics users

This concise guide from the Central Statistical Office provides users \vith basic information 
about what is available and where to find it.

Principal statistical series produced in the United Kingdom—social, economic and finan- 
—are listed by broad subject area. Entries for each series indicate the details available, 

periodicity and sources o f publication. Special reference is made to series where regional 
analyses are available. Particular subjects can easily be found through a comprehensive 
index.

In addition, the publications in which the principal statistical series appear are listed 
alphabetically with details o f price and frequency.

All main government statistics—and some important semi-official series—are covered in 
this handy new book.

Price 47p (by post 52?p)

obtainable from

Her Majesty’s Stationery Office
at the addresses on cover page iv or through booksellers
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